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BRIEFLY
Campus
Auditions scheduled: The
University Theater will hold open
auditions for two productions The
Nerd," by Larry Shue and
"Seascape," by Edward Albee, at 7
p.m. Nov. 13,14 and 15. Tryouts for
'•The Nerd" will be in 402 University
Hall while "Seascape" tryouts will be
in 405 University Hall.
"The Nerd" will be presented Feb.
7 through Feb. 11 and ''Seascape" will
be performed Feb. 14 through Feb. 17.
For more information about the
auditions, contact the theater
department.

Blood drive successful:

Response to the American Red Cross
weeklong blood drive has been
"excellent —the best we've done in
years," according to Stacy Bolyard,
student coordinator of the event.
Bolyard said as of Thursday
afternoon 700 students came to the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
University Union and attempted to
give blood, and while some have been
turned away for health reasons, 600
pints of blood have been collected.
Today is the last day of the drive
and students may still blood from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. without an
appointment. Bolyard said she
expects several hundred more
students to donate.
"We're hoping to get at least 1,000
pints — that's our goal," she said.
The Red Cross collected 877 pints of
blood in its April 1989 blood drive and
785 pints in February.

by Nesha Starcevic
Associated Press writer

BERLIN — East Germany's embattled Communist leaders said Thursday they would throw open
western borders and allow citizens to travel freely
anywhere for the first time since the Berlin Wall was
erected in 1961.
The move would end decades of fencing in East
Germans to prevent their flight to the West and could
leave the wall — a symbol of the differences between
East and West — as a mere monument to the Cold
War. Since 1961,191 people are known to have died
while fleeing to the West from East Germany.
"Open the gate! Open the gate!" chanted about 100
East Berliners who gathered Thursday night at the
Brandenburg Gate, the huge monument just over the
Berlin Wall in East Berlin.
New Communist leader Egon Krenz also urged a
law ensuring free and democratic elections in a desperate attempt to gain control of his country.
More than 200,000 East Germans have fled West so
far this year; more than 50,000 have left since Saturday alone. Hundreds of thousands of people have
taken to the streets to demand democratic reforms
and the end of 40 years of one-party nile.
Guenter Schabowski, a member of the ruling Politburo said East Germany's heavily fortified frontier with West Germany would be opened as a prov-

Isolation ends;
Wall unlocked
isional step until a law is passed to allow East Germans greater freedom of travel.
Schabowski did not say when the law would be
passed and it was not immediately clear when the
borders would be opened. He also said East Germany was not yet ready to tear down all its barriers.
The decision, made during a Central Committee
meeting, means all East Germans "can travel over
all East German border checkpoints," including
through the Berlin Wall, Schabowski told reporters
in East Berlin.
Those who want to emigrate can go to West Germany directly without having to go through a third
country, Schabowski said. East Germans nave been
fleeing through Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland.
Schabowski said those who only want to visit the
West need visas, but that those should be issued
quickly. He mentioned no limit about the length of
stay abroad.
The offices that issue travel visas closed for the
night by the time Schabowki made the historic an-

Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

The Berlin Wall has divided Berlin and the two
German nations since 1961. Communist authorities
built it to stop an exodus to West Germany. It became a symbol of the differences between East and
West, differences that Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev has sought to erase by urging reforms in
the Soviet bloc.
Every U.S. president since John F. Kennedy has
urged the East Germans to tear the wall down.
President Bush hailed the announcement as a
"dynamic development" and said it was "clearly a
bigr development in terms of human rights."
'We welcome it," Bush said.

by Greg Plagens
city editor

Problem discussed: During

Medal awarded: in
Milwaukee, a Jewish soldier who said
he saved his battalion by
single-handedly shooting to death
more than 500 Japanese soldiers may
soon receive the Medal of Honor he
believes was denied because of his
religion.
Marshaling the support of a U.S.
senator, an authenticated photograph
taken from the body of a Japanese
soldier and affidavits from two
former commanders, David S.
Rubitsky thinks he has enough
evidence to win official recognition 47
years after the deed.

nouncement and it was not known whether visas
would be issued at border crossing. There were no
immediate reports of East Germans pouring directly
into West Berlin or West Germany.
There was no unusual activity at the Berlin Wall an
hour after the announcement. Visitors at Checkpoint
Charlie, the crossing used by foreigners, said it was
quiet as was the Friedrichstrasse railroad crossing.
East Germans reacted to the news with astonishment and jubilation.
"Is it really true?" asked Mario Schmidt, 18.
"Now I no longer feel locked in here," said Uwe
Landgraf, 28, who hoped to travel to Paris.
"I think that even some of those who left recently
will come back now," said a 25-year-old electrician
who would give his name only as Thomas.

Students arrested
in processing IDs

a statewide conference Thursday in
Blue Ash, Ohio, doctors and
psychiatrists said finding pregnant
drug users and persuading them to
seek help for their addictions is a
problem for people who treat such
women. Leaders of the conference
examining the problems of
cocaine-addicted mothers also said
they will fight efforts to make it a
crime for women to use illegal drugs
duringpregnancy.
Ira Chasnoff, a specialist from
Chicago said it is essential to educate
not only the public about the problem,
but law enforcement officials
—including prosecutors and judges —
who might otherwise prosecute such
women.
Chasnoff said his recent study
showed that about 11 percent of
infants —about 375,000 nationwide —
are born each year suffering from the
effects of cocaine.
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E. Germans 'open the gate'

State

Parma man charged: A
Parma, Ohio man has been charged
with three counts of second-degree
vehicular homicide in an accident
that killed three women as they
changed a tire on the side of
Interstate-95 near Woodbine. Ga. The
Georgia State Patrol said John P.
Cipollone, 25, was charged
Wednesday and remained in the
Camden County jail in lieu of $5,050
bond on each of the misdemeanor
counts.
Killed in the accident early Tuesday
were sisters Paulette McNeil, 45, and
Beverly Redden, 40, both of Dade
City, Va., and their cousin, Patricia
Cooper, 46, of Trenton, N. J. They died
instantly when Cipollone's car struck
them as they changed a flat tire in the
southbound emergency lane of 1-95,
the patrol said.

Weather

A Sweeping Curl

BG News/Brock Vlinlch

Bowling Green Curling Club member Gayle Pearson sweeps the Ice In front of her
rock at the Ice Arena while playing Thursday morning. Sweeping the ice melts a
thin surface layer and helps the shots to go farther, she said.

Arrest charges or possible grand
eiry indictments are pending for five
niversity students implicated Wednesday night in allegedly processing
fake driver's licenses.
Two students, third floor residents of
Darrow Hall, were reportedly involved
in making the fake driver's licenses
and three others had their pictures taken for fake ID's.
However, the students' names are
being kept confidential until formal
charges have been made, police said.
Police were notified about the fake
licenses by a local film processor who
was developing the film for the students.
From one of the pictures on the roll,
police were able to determine that the
students lived in one of the newer dormatories on campus. After several
random inquiries by city police officers, a resident adviser of Darrow
identified the students and police were
able to obtain a search warrant.
"They all know they've been had,"
said Det. David Stuckey of the Bowling
Green Police Department. "By next
Monday or Tuesday, we'll probably
have everything put together and they
will be charged?'
The students will probably be
charged with a fourth-degree felony,
either under the criminal simulation or
forgery sections, police said.
Criminal simulation or forgery involves passing or possessing objects
known to be simulated or forged with
intent to use them.
The maximum penalty for a fourthdegree felony is a prison term of five

years and/or a fine of $2,500.
Police confiscated a 3 by 2 foot board
designed to appear as an Ohio driver's
license. The numbers and letters were
drawn on plastic sheets so they could
be changed and a space for the photograph Had been cut away.
A person holding the board in front of
a red or blue sheet could put their head
in the cut-out area and have a photograph taken that when developed and
trimmed to the proper size, would appear to be a real driver's license.
Also confiscated by police were: art
supplies they believe were used in making the board, a 35mm camera valued
at about $700. a Polaroid camera, a
string of M-60 blank ammunition, a box
of 9mm live ammunition, a Browning
high-powered 9mm pistol, two large
hunting knives, a slingshot and a gun
used to shoot paint pellets, police said.
Possessing dangerous weapons on
campus is in violation of school policy
and could warrant a suspension from
the University.
"Anybody that has a dangerous
weapon in their room can be suspended
for at least one year," said Derek Dickinson, director of Standards and
Procedures.
Dickinson said he has been at the University for 20 years and has not had an
incident involving a gun on campus
since the Vietnam War era when soldiers returned from the war and directly enrolled in school.
However, he said those incidents
were quickly cleared up and dangerous
weapons have not been a significant
problem since then.
"Every now and then I get a fold-up
knife, but this is the first gun incident
I've had since the early 1970s," he said.

BG attorney favors Senator backs loan bill
Greek house ban Harkins aims for reduction of student loan defaults
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

Bowling Green's city attorney is expected to make a recommendation today concerning the proposed ordinance banning
Greek housing from the city's S-l zones.
City Council re-tabled the ordinance at last Monday night's
meeting to consider other options, after concerned residents
filled the room to voice opinions about the ordinance.
At Monday's meeting, City Attorney -Mike Marsh said the ordinance, would be difficult to defend in court if it was challenged
by a S-l property owner.
Because the value of the S-l properties might go down if the
proposal passes, the courts would probably favor the land
owners, Marsh said.
Much of the interest in the ordinance concerns a former Pee
Wee League field, on Mercer Road, owned by realtor Doug Valentine.
Valentine's site plan — necessary for the development of any
S-l area —has been approved by Council and it includes the construction of four apartment buildings on the site.
According to Ward 2 Neighborhood Association Head Tamara
Sharp, Valentine has discussed leasing one of the buildings with a
University sorority.
Her group and other ward residents are concerned about the
side effects of Greek housing, such as excessive noise, litter and
traffic, Sharp said.
D See Zoning, page 7.

by Jane Norman
USAToday-CIN

WASHINGTON - U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin
D-Iowa, is pushing a bill that he has said would
reduce student loan defaults by $1.3 billion during the next five years.
In his first year as chairman of a Senate subcommittee that deals with higher education
funding, Harkin said he became distressed that
$1.9 billion was spent every year to cover defaults in the student loan program.

first-time students until 30 days after classes
had begun. Schools with high default rates
would have to implement a refund policy based
on how long the student attended the school.
The bill also would standardize the method of
figuring default rates and would require institutions whose rates are higher than 25 percent
to enter into four-year plans to cut defaults.
The bill is pending before a Senate subcommittee and probably will not be taken up until
early next year.
The Senate earlier this year approved student loan default legislation, but Harkin said he
thought additional measures were needed.
Pam McKinney, Harkin's press secretary,
said his bill contained measures that the Department of Education "can't or won't do."

Many of the problems arise at unscrupulous
proprietary or trade schools that recruit lowincome students. Harkin said 57 percent of the
schools across the country with default rates of
more than 20 percent are proprietary schools,
as are 75 percent of those with default rates that
top 50 percent.
Harkin's bill would require that all students
who lack high school diplomas pass a test developed by an independent organization approved by the Secretary of Education.

She said Harkin, who tangled with federal
officials at hearings on student loans earlier
this year, would be "very pleased" if the department would make an effort to cut the default rate, but "he isn't confident they will
without some kind of nudge."

Current law sets no standards or regulations
other than to say students may receive federal
loans if they demonstrate an "ability to benefit" from a school's curriculum.
In addition, Harkin's bill would bar loans to

Bob Davidson, director of the post-secondary
division of the budget service section of the Department of Education, said the agency is
''moving pretty fast" to cut the default rate.
D See Defaults, page 8.
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Campus bigots
need silencing
To each their own.
For a democratic and impartial society to
exist, this philosophy must be understood. And obviously, in light of recent bigoted behavior at this
University, it is not.
In early October, the doors of the women's studies offices at the University Union were damaged —
signs were ripped off doors and insulting comments
scribbled on them.
Also, graphic messages against the Lesbian and
Gay Alliance were written on the sidewalks around
campus and National Coming Out Day posters were
torn down from various University locations.
At a large-sized university especially, there is
bound to be a melting pot of students — students of
different backgrounds, of different races and different sexual preferences.
People in a college atmosphere are traditionally
more accepting of those differences. Students are
taught that in order for harmony to exist in any
community — be it collegiate, local or national —
people need to be more accepting of those with nonconforming lifestyles.
But, when blatantly prejudicial ignorance — such
as that of late — has been exhibited against those
people, the already-existing tension is multiplied.
The people responsible for these outrageous and
juvenile displays are only generating more hatred
where there is already an abundant supply. In order for there to be an intimidation-free environment — for everyone — they must be ignored.
Perhaps this will silence them for good.

Wage hike will
cause job loss
It's good to see the political bickering over the
minimum wage has subsided and agreement
has been reached between the White House and
congressional leaders in granting an increase for
the first time since 1981.
The issue of the minimum wage is emotionally
loaded, with partisans often forgetting what the
real-world effect of raising the wage floor is.
Regardless of what Congress does, the marketplace sets the effective minimum.
Those who have been campaigning hardest for an
increase in the minimum wage will he pleased that
this is finally coming about. But their elation must
be tinged with regret that inevitably jobs will be
lost that just cannot be maintained at the higher
level.
Congress and the president can agree to set a certain wage level, but the market often ignores what
politicians do. In the end, the market will decide
what a job is worth and what is reasonable for an
employer to pay.

A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Violent alcohol fairy kind to few
You've seen him wandering them.
Slowly the door creaked open.
around Bowling Green on the
weekends. His dancing green Then it shut. There was some
rustling
and stumbling, but
eyes seem to float in his head
and his smile can hardly be hid- Christopher and his girlfriend
den beneath his pointed red didn't hear it because they were
oblivious to all around them.
beard.
Dawn arrived and the birds
A slight paunch is hidden beneath a Blurry Technicolor began their morning revelry.
overcoat as he skips lightly They decorated his car like minabout the city streets, into the i-Picassos, whistling merry
trees, across rooftops and tunes and wishing they could eat
through the pilings of autumn burritos and laxatives. For the
"creative influence" of course.
leaves.
Dawn left the paper on the
He's a warm, friendly and
engaging pixie — with a capaci- porch and rode her bike down
ty Tor violence equaled only by the street as the sun shone
those who overdose on laxatives through the treetops.
Christopher awoke and wanand burritos.
He is Alkeyhall Willystick - dered through the living room
demon fairy and pleasure- and into the kitchen — naked. As
seeker unheard of since the im- he opened the fridge, light sliced
mortal and immoral traveler across the room and onto the
couch in the living room.
known as Simon Wagstaff.
Alkeyhall blessed a fellow I
And there on the couch was a
know — we'll call him Chris- sleeping young lady.
Naturally, Christopher was a
topher because that's what his
mother named him and it's a lot little shocked. Only he and his
girlfriend were supposed to be in
easier that way.
But there are just some peole house. In fact, only he and
Eile, no matter how hard they try hisgirlfriend live in the house.
Then she woke up and saw
o please him, who iust aren't
Christopher ... replete in all his
treated well by Alkeyhall.
Christopher decided to spend nothingness.
The plot thickened (No. The
Thursday evening celebrating
this joyous thing we call life, lib- plot thickened.) as the girlfriend
erty and the pursuit of total wandered toward the kitchen.
drunkenness.
She was also naked.
No...no, go back, he waved
He hit the bars with a vengeance, dollars hanging out of his frantically. But she wandered in
Kckets pleading spend me on anyway to see the young lady
er, spend me on wine, spend sitting on the couch rubbing her
me on something. Let's have a eyes.
"Who the hell is that?" she
good time."
Christopher partied, danced, demanded. "What is she doing
drank and sang — and somehow sleeping on your couch?"
"I...I don t know," Christophmanaged to lose his underwear
er stammered. "I've never seen
on his way to the restroom.
A bouncer later found them in her before."
"You picked her up at the
the side pocket of the billiards
table with a curious "Thank bars, didn't you?"
"No. No, I swear I didn't."
you!" note attached.
The girl on the couch interrupAnyway, there he was,
drawerless but happy, chaffing ted. In a meek voice she said, ''I
just followed him home."
as he walked home.
"You did what?" screamed
He got home, unlocked the
door and wandered to his room. his irate girlfriend.
"I followed him home," she
He took off his clothes and plopped into bed next to his slumber- repeated. "I saw him in the bar.
I was very drunk and I was
ing girlfriend.
So there they were. Snoozing afraid I'd be attacked if I walked
away. Oblivious to all around home alone. He looked like a
HI BotC" 'A
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LETTERS

Women must take responsibility
To the Editor,
In the Oct. 31 editorial, "Women's Rights Include Choice,"
the writer begins by saying with
decisions, one must accept responsibility. The article continues by declaring that the right to
have an abortion must be maintained to uphold women's freedom. This crumbles the argument that women are intellectually and emotionally capable
of making decisions. If a woman
has control over her own body,
could she not have made the
crucial decisions about sex and
pregnancy beforehand? Decisions, such as what kind of
birth control to use, what would
happen to the baby if the birth
control fails and after all considerations, whether or not it is
best to abstain altogether.
Women can not have it both
ways. They must decide if they
want responsibility or abortion.
Abortion only cripples their
logic. Unfortunately, 95 to 98
percent of a million and a half
children a year are dying because their parents did not take
Brecautions or could not accept
le responsibility of bearing a
child when the precautions
failed.
This group of a million and a

half children a year have no say
in how their parents conduct
themselves. But after giving
them life, isn't it cruel to violently take that from them? Therefore, Americans must take the
responsibility to protect and
preserve the country's youngest
citizens.
Jennifer Barnard
OCMB0228

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced and signed.
Please include your address or on-campus mailbox number, as well as
your telephone number for
verification.
The News reserves the
right to reject material. All
submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
by John Boissy
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AMI

That was the last stupid thing
Chris said. In fact, it was the last
thing he said. The last thing he
saw was his girlfriend's fist
landing on his nose —scrambling his senses and sending him

to the linoleum.
Then she chased the girl out of
the house and down the street.
Alkeyhall Willystick pranced
merrily about the room, followed Christopher's girlfriend
into the bathroom, sat himself
on the towel rack and watched
her shower.
She washed her long, beautiful, silky hair with a can of beer.
See, the alcohol fairy does
bless some folks.
Robaugh, a junior newseditorial major, is a columnist
for The News.

Fatman

This editorial was reprinted courtesy of The
Columbus Dispatch

Photo Editor

nice guy, so I followed him
home.
For some reason a redbearded pixie was dancing on
her nose, but she didn't know
why.
,r
You see," chimed in Chris.
"She followed me home. Can I
keep her?"
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Leadership skills addressed
Faculty members discuss administrative assertive potentials
by J.J. Thompson

reporter

Motivation, communication, effective decision making, goal setting and problem solving will be the focus of a conference on leadership abilities for University students and faculty.
''Unlocking Leadership Potential," scheduled for Monday at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn, includes presentations by four faculty
members — John Piper, Ron Partin, Ruth Olscamp and Martha
Tack.
Joyce Kepke, director of Conference Programs in the Continuing
Education department, said the speakers were selected because of
their experiences in leadership training.
"(These faculty members) are good presenters and interesting
speakers," Kepke said. "They've all been involved in some way in
leadership training."
Each speaker has worked individually on leadership seminars before, but this is the first year the group has worked as a whole, she
said.
"There has been a lot of campus interest so far as well as response
from people in business and the school administration." Kepke said.

Blotter
DA student reported his
coat, valued at $270, was stolen Monday while left unattended on a chair during a
dance in the Northeast Commons.
DA bicycle valued at $150
was stolen from a Darrow
bike rack Monday.
: A student reported he lost
one coupon book and another
was stolen from his locked
room in Chapman Monday.
The value of both books
totaled $215.
DFire extinguishers were
set off Monday and Tuesday
on the second floor of Eppler
South.
DA meal coupon book valued at $116 was reported
missing in the Student Union
Tuesday.
DA student reported his
commuter decal was stolen
Friday while at the Franklin
Park Mall in Toledo.
DA car in Lot 5 was spray
painted with obscene words
sometime between last
Thursday and Tuesday. The
damage was valued at $500.
A Bromfield student was
transferred to Wood County
Hospital and admitted for

treatment Tuesday after
taking an overdose of pills.
( A package valued at $18
was stolen from the front office of the University Post Office sometime between Saturday and Tuesday and remains under investigation.
a Two gold rings valued at
$1,250 were reported stolen
from a room in Batchelder
Hall sometime between Oct.
29 and Nov. 1.
DA roll of toilet paper was
set on fire Wednesday in the
first floor of the women's restroom in Rodgers. There
were no injuries or damage.
DA chemistry book valued
at $50 was reported stolen
Wednesday, from the third
floor lounge of MacDonald
West.
DA search warrant was issued at Kreischer Wednesday, during which police
seized items used for making
false ID's, several weapons,
ammunition, explosive fuse
and a bottle of Mercury.
DA book belonging to the
fine arts department was stolen from the library Wednesday when it was left unattended for several hours.

<? FALCON FEVER! CATCH IT! 4?

Piper, an associate professor of health education, is the chairman
of the event. He received the Faculty Excellence Award for the College of Education in 1987 and has been one of the five finalists for the
BGSU Master Teacher Award in the past five years.
Partin, a professor of educational foundations and inquiry, has
made presentations to more than 225 groups since 1974 and acts as
the Coordinator of Guidance and Counseling Programs at the University. He has also served as the director of Graduate Studies in the
College of Education.
Olscamp has practiced and taught the field of communication disorders for 15 years and is a licensed speech pathologist. She has had
training at the Julliard School in New York and is certified by the
American Speech, Language and Hearing Association.
Tack recently co-authored Leaders on Leadership: The College
Presidency in addition to conducting seminars on leadership nationwide. He is a professor in the department of educational administration and supervision at the University.
The leadership conference has been approved by the Ohio Department of Education, and Continuing Education Units will be awarded by the department to its participants.
A $75 fee is required to sign up for the conference and anyone interested in attending the conference should contact the continuing
education department.

Ohio humor basis
of McCord novel
"I make up a recipe for the
way things ought to be and then
look at the way they are," Mc
Cord said. "(Ohioans) realize
Ohio is a wonderful place, but they are not and there's nothing
what it needs for improvement left to do but laugh.
are mountains, three volcanoes,
"I think every locality takes
wild horses, no roads, fewer itself seriously, but people from
people and a place to surf, ac- other places and with other sencording to one University Eng- ses of order don't always take it
lish professor and author.
so seriously," he continued. "An
Howard McCord, former di- outsider can find humor."
rector of the University's CreaWhile McCord finds it easy to
tive Writing Program, turns his poke fun at Ohio, he said he has
suggestions on what Ohio needs lived in the state since 1971 and
into humor in The Duke of he actually likes it.
Chemical Birds, his newly pub"I really couldn't imagine a
lished book of satirical poetry.
better place to work, unless it
was just like this and had moun"I'm an immigrant to Ohio tains," he said. "I had four chiland I've always found it a won- dren bom in Ohio and they all
derfully mysterious and slightly seem normal, so it can't be all
bizarre place," said the El Paso, bad."
Texas, native. "It's far more
The Duke of Chemical Birds is
exotic than most natives realize. the 26th book McCord has writThat provides a great chance for ten. Published with the help of a
humor."
grant from the Ohio Arts CounHumor comes in the form of cil, it contains what McCord
contrast — drawing the readers' called "funny poems," including
attention to something they do satirical ones.
not expect, McCord said.
"The psychological basis of
The author will read selechumor lies somewhere in the tions from the recent pubsense of unexpected recognition lication, a new manuscript titled
— 'Well, that's exactly right, but 77ie Strange Wares of the WickI've never thought of it before," edest Man in Wood County, and
McCord said. "What is right in two of his other books at 7:30
front of you can be funny when E.m. Nov. 21 in 150A Jerome Lirary.
you actually see it."
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

Woodland Mall
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♦The BG News is currently accepting applica-£
Jtions for the position of Advertising Sales
^Representative to work with merchants out- +
•♦side of the Bowling Green area. We offer: ♦
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• Great Earning Potential
• Flexible Hours
• Valuable Sales Experience
We are looking for an individual who is:

• Self Motivated
• Responsible
• Professional
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ATTENTION!
Graphic
Design
UCT
majors
Student Publications will be interviewing
NOV. 13-17
for Spring 1990 Production Assistants.

2 PIECE
MEAL

(Combination
Only
No All White or
Dark)

2 Pieces ot Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes a Gravy.
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99 4^

2 PIECE
MEAL

(Combination
Only
No All White or
Dark)

2 Pieces of Chicken.
Mashed Potatoes a Gravy.
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

2 PIECE
MEAL

2 PIECE
MEAL

Apply at Student Employment
460 Student Services Building.

No All White or
Dark}

$1.99 4||
(Combination
Only
No All White
or Dark|

Pieces of Chicken.
SmaU Mashed Potatoes
Gravy.
Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99
-Now Featuring-

Freah BaKeO Butlerim* Bacutls Made From Scratch
Vie Out Convenient Dove Thru

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Application Deadline: November 17
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Applications are available In 214 West Hall

'Must have own transportation

Fifteen prominent East Berlin
Communist intellectuals and
officials wrote a letter to the
Central Committee suggesting
the Berlin Wall be torn down.
"It is also imaginable, even in
the foreseeable future, that the
wall will become a relic of the
past" if an agreement is signed
with West Germany that would
prevent "damage to the East
German economy," the group
said in a letter that appeared
Thursday in the Berliner
Zeitung, a newspaper of the ciS''s Communist Party organizaon.
Krenz, who assumed power
just three weeks when his
predecessor was unable to calm
his nation.

Come See Our Newly
Remodeled Store

pkflflWi

NOV. 17 MURPHY <•

POSITION OPEN:

Berlin
D Continued from page 1.
On Capitol Hill, Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell said the decision amounts
to "the symbolic destruction of
the Berlin Wall," and he urged
the Communists to "take the
final step and tear that wall
down."
"The wall is the most tangible
symbol of the failure of communism that exists for it demonstrates for the world to see — in
the most stark and barbaric way
— that the only way the East
German government could keep
its people witin their country
was by preventing them from
leaving,' he said.

Coupon
Specials
KHUHY
[WHO'S

X

Senior Matt Frey lines up a shot in the University Union billiards
room Thursday afternoon. Frey said that he and his friend try to
play a few times during the week between classes and "every
Thursday before we go out to the bars."

NOV. lO
THRU
NOV. 16

n
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Tricky Shot

*VCT majors: check with the co-op office for a full-time
co-op with us!

We Have
Hot Soups
Available!

1020 N. Main, 352-2061
Dove Thru Hour* Sun -Tnure 11 • m -9pm:
Fn ft Sat 1 1 a m
10pm
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Alcohol tied to suicide
when you don't want to," Ricken
said. "Often it doesn't hit an adolescent that death is final."

by Marilyn Myers
USA Today-CIN

Suicide is either the second or
third leading cause of teen-age
death, depending on whom you
talk to — but everyone agrees
the numbers are misleading.
People who have studied the
problem say the numbers probably are higher than recorded
statistics show, given that many
suicides are reported as "accidents."

_.

. _

....

BG News/ John Potter

Blood Between Brothers

Junior Scott Chamberlain, member of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity, prepares to donate blood at the American Red Cross blood drive Thursday afternoon. Phi Gamma Delta has been encouraging all members to
donate throughout the past week, but the Red Cross still needs as many donors as possible to meet their
goal of 275 pints per day.

Blotter—

Philip Kremer of Dayton dustrial Park in the Manville
was arrested for disorderly con- area early Monday morning.
DA woman in the 1500 block of
duct, after officers said they observed him carrying a Kramer Clough Street witnessed a man
Lane street sign Sunday, police she knew scratching obscenities
into the roof of her car Monday
said.
Two residents in the 700 night. She believes that he also
block of High Street engaging in cut the brake lines to her car
a stereo war Sunday night were several weeks ago. Police rewarned by police to turn the mu- ferred her to the prosecutor if
sic down because the students she wanted to press charges.
would be arrested if officers had
DA money box containing $25
to return.
C Police received two com- was ripped from a pool table in
plaints of loud hammering Quarters Cafe, 117 State St.,
noises coming from the In- Wednesday.

; GA woman in the 700 block of
High Street reported a fight
taking place on the floor below
her Saturday. She said a man
wearing a pink shirt was reportedly threatening to turn over
another woman's car.
Gabriel Andre Varela of
Weston, Ohio, was arrested for
underage consumption Saturday
morning at the College Station
early Saturday morning, police
said.
19 8 OVER WELCOME

•

19 & OVER WELCOME

Large 2 Item Pizza
*5.75
only at

MARK'S PIZZA

Automobile-alcohol numbers
are sobering — almost half of
adolescent deaths result from
motor vehicle accidents, said
Dr. Vaughn Ricken, a pediatrician at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences In
Little Rock.
In those accidents, four out of
five of the victims are males,
with alcohol a factor in at least
half of the fatalities.
"We suspect that a portion of
motor vehicle accidents are
mini-suicides." that the cars
may be a vehicle to kill themselves.
"Why take precautions to live

"They (drugs and
alcohol) change
behavior, remove
inhibitions, so that
the adolescent may
act out In violent,
impulsive ways."
-Dr. David Oldham,
adolescent
psychiatrist
"When you start abuse, emotional growth stops dead in its
tracks, he said. "They don't
learn to problem solve. They go
backwards. And it doesn't take
much in an adolescent to constitute abuse. Kids are more vulnerable than adults."
Drug and alcohol abuse interferes with the adolescents feelings because the chemicals
create unnatural highs and lows,
Oldham said.
"They change behavior, remove inhibitions, so that the adolescent may act out in violent,
impulsive ways," he said.
I\ L

Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

Phone 352-9378

835 r+gh Si • Rental Office
Located at CrmrywooO Health Spa
9 OO 4 30

9 £ 12 month Leases Available
HRCMWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

i

Also, depressive illness can
have a chemical basis and "a
trigger can be drug and alcohol
abuse," Oldham said.
In fact, Haggerty said, taking
drugs can be an early sign of depression. Other signs he notes
include falling grades, a "precipitating event'r compounding a
persorTs already low selfesteem and a change of friends.
"Kids who are in trouble seem
to seek each other out," he said.
Of course, not all kids who are
depressed are suicidal, but
hopelessness should be considered a warning sign for suicidal behavior to parents, teachers and friends.
Other indicators, he says, include verbal abuse; physical
violence and destructive behavior; "go-to-hell" defiance; violence toward family, pets,
themselves; repeated accidents; self-neglect; flipping
back and forth from rage to
apathetic behavior; a preoccupation with death; and suicide
threats.
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Monday - Friday

SURPRISE. SURPRISE THERE ARE 2 MORE. MOTHER a FATHER FANNY
WHOM WE ALL ADORE
SO WITHOUT FURTHER ADIEU ON BEING TOO WORDY. MEET SATURDAY
NIGHT AT 6 30 THE PUCE BEING THE ONE WE ALL LUSTED BUT WAS
RECENTLY BUSTED ONE LAST CLUE FROM ME TO YOU THE PLACE
WHERE YOU START RHYMES WITH DARK THEN ADO AN "S" AND HEAD
DUE WEST.
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Seniors?
Which group are you in?
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Those not.

Those pictured in the 1990 KEY.
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Don't be a blank spot in your classmates memories!!
Only 6 days left in the last session for 1989!
Appointments are filling fast. Don't be left out!
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with Immortality
'
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

PIEDMONT APTS.

Free Delivery
352-3551
EXPIRES 12-7-89
19 & OVER WELCOME • 19 8 OVER WELCOME

This is particularly true because of the automobile-alcohol
combination, a lethal pairing,
said Dr. Robert Haggerty,
Sresident of the William T.
rant Foundation in New York
City, an organization noted for
its support of mental health
projects.

"The danger of alcohol gets
underestimated," said Dr. David Oldham, medical director of
adolescent psychiatry at Baylor
University Medical Center in
Dallas. Drug abuse is also in this
dangerous category.

And the lows, especially when
coming off drugs, can intensify
depression and hopelessness.
"Any coexisting condition is going to be made worse," he said.
The teens at highest risk, Oldham said, are those who have a
mental illness (such as depression) and abuse drugs or alcohol, especially if they nave no intervention and some history of
violent acting out.
"Ones who are hurting other
people often hurt themselves,"
he said.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Fighting continues in Nicaragua

Bush to sign bill tor higher wages

Koch to host weekly news show

LONDON (AP) — Amnesty International said Thursday that Nicaraguan troops have summarily executed dozens of unarmed
peasants during operations against the Contras while abuses by the
U.S.-backed rebels against civilians have dropped.
The international human rights group said in a report that the
Sandinista government has imprisoned some soldiers for unlawful
killings of civilians; pledged to investigate other such killings; imEroved legal protection for detainees; and freed more than 2,000 potical prisoners since 1986.
It also said, however, that since an April 1988 cease-fire there has
been no sign of a decline in non-combat killings and "disappearances" of civilians blamed on security forces.
President Daniel Ortega suspended the 19-month-old truce last
week, but government and Contra delegations were to begin meeting
Thursday in New York for the first direct peace talks since June 1988
on ending the 8-year-old conflict.
The Contras are supposed to disband and leave their Honduran
camps voluntarily by early December under an Aug. 7 agreement
signed by Nicaragua and four other Central American governments.
The rebels were not a party to the agreement and so far most have
shown no inclination to lay down their weapons and return home.
Amnesty said the fate or whereabouts of scores of civilians who
disappeared after being arrested still have not been clarified.
Army units allegedly have killed dozens of unarmed civilians in
provinces bordering Honduras and Costa Rica and in Indiandominated regions on the Atlantic coast where fighting against the
Contras once was intense, the report said.
In many cases, the victims allegedly were singled out "in punishment or reprisal for no other reason that their suspected sympathy
or support for the insurgent forces," it said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Only President Bush's promised signa
ture is needed for the first minimum wage increase in nearly a decade, following Congress' lopsided approval of a bill raising the rate
to *4.25 by April 1991.
The measure — which includes a subminimum wage for teenagers new to the job market — cleared the Senate on an 8M vote
Wednesday, exactly a week after it passed the House by an equally
overwhelming vote of 382-37.
Bush, who struck the compromise plan with congressional Democrats last week, is expected to sign the bill before Thanksgiving,
perhaps as early as next week.
"The nine-year logjam on the minimum wage is finally broken,"
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., said after the Senate vote. "The
working poor are about to receive an increase, although it is not as
much as they deserve."
Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole, speaking for the Bush administration, said "the three million American workers currently on the
minimum wage will benefit." But she said skills training was the
best way to help the working poor and urged Congress to move
ahead with legislation dealing with that issue.
"The minimum wage is not the pulley to pull people out of poverty," she said.
The compromise plan will push the minimum wage, $3.35 an hour
since January 1981, to $3.80 on April 1 and to $4.25 a year later. At the
same time, it will create a new, lower wage for 16- to 19-year-old
workers who are new to the job market.
Democrats and organized labor long have opposed such a subminimum "training wage" but were forced to concede that point to Bush
to strike the deal. In return, Bush agreed to have the minimum wage
reach $4.25 nine months earlier than he had proposed and also accepted a far more restrictive training wage than he sought earlier
this year.
Labor played down its concessions in calling on Bush to quickly
sign the measure into law.

NEW YORK (AP) — Mayor Edward I. Koch promised his opinions
wouldn't come free when he left office, and he kept his word Wednesday by signing on as a local television commentator and weekly
news show host.
"Throughout his career, Ed Koch has never been at a loss for
words," said WCBS Vice President-General Manager Roger Colloff.
"In this new role ... he will continue to speak out about issues of interest to our viewers."
According to the station, Koch will co-host a Sunday morning news,
erogram with WCBS Senior Correspondent Jim Jensen. The soon-toe ex-mayor will also do regular commentary on the station's 5 p.m.
weekday newscasts, Colloff said.
Koch is slated to debut the week of Jan. 8, the station said — one
week after the mayor turns Grade Mansion over to Mayor-elect David Dinkins. Details of Koch's contract were not announced.
Koch is apparently going to be a very busy man after leaving ofr
fice. In addition to the TV spot, Koch will do a morning radio spot on
WNEW-AM, speak on urban affairs at NYU and undertake a
national lecture schedule.

Witnesses also have alleged that unarmed peasants have been
shot to death while fleeing army patrols seeking to enforce military
conscription, it said.

Travolta again called a 'hot item1
NEW YORK (AP) — It may not have reached fever pitch yet but
Jobji Travolta once again is a not item in Hollywood.
Travolta said in this week's US magazine he once considered becoming an airline pilot after his film career nosedived during the
1980s.
With the success of "Look Who's Talking," in which Travolta
plays a big-hearted cab driver who woos single mother Kirstie Alley,
Travolta is in demand again.
"All you need is the right movie and you're back," Travolta said.
Twelve years ago, Travolta was strutting his stuff in "Saturday
Night Fever." Then came "Urban Cowboy" and "Blow Out." But interspersed with the hits were a series of flops.

Former Beatles end lawsuit years
STATE / LOOAL
Wexner Center to open this week Man sentenced tor fraudulant act
COLUMBUS (AP) — Stark angles and white grid work of the Wexner Center for the Visual Arts jut from the traditional ivy-covered
walls and tree-lined pathways ringing the heart of The Ohio State
University campus.
The $43 million structure, which opens this week, is conspicuous
by design, just as the university and the city have become highly
visible in the world of contemporary art, the director of the Wexner
center said.
"The choice of design was made very much with the mission in
mind of providing a place for exploration of the arts, to encourage
artists to explore the unresolved questions that we should continue to
investigate, said Robert Stearns, who came to Columbus about a
year ago after overseeing museums in Cincinnati and Minneapolis.
The growing reknown of the city ballet company, BalletMet, the
renovation of two circa 1920 theaters downtown, the recently ended
Son of Heaven exhibit of artifacts from imperial China and improvements to the Columbus Museum of Art are erasing the city's
image as a producer of livestock and linebackers, Stearns said.
"This will make Columbus unique in this region as an active
center for the contemporary arts. The city has set its sights on being
a good center for culture and the Wexner center will only add to
what's there," said Stearns.
About 75 percent of the 108,750-square-foot center is underground.
Gallery areas and sun-lit open space for performances occupy most
of the above-ground area. Walls and ceilings are shades of gray.
Granite blocks arranged in strips about six feet wide run the length
of the building, cutting through hardwood floors throughout the
structure at an angle of 12-and-one-quarter degrees.

WARREN, O. (AP) — Thursday a judge sentenced a former insurance agent to eight to 30 years in prison for three felony counts of
theft.
In a courtroom packed with friends and supporters of Joseph Hurton, the one-time Prudential Insurance agent, Trumbull County
Prosecutor Thomas Gysegem said Hurton lied in a polygraph test
which was performed recently to see if he was disclosing all he knew
about misappropriation of about $2.7 million. Gysegem said about
$700,000 of the money is still missing.
Gysegem told Common Pleas Judge Robert Nader that Hurton, 38,
of Cortland, spent about $60,000 of fraudulently obtained money on
sexual relations with prostitutes. Gysegem said the revelation reflected on Hurton's character.
Hurton pleaded guilty on Feb. 16 to a three-count information alleging that he used his position of trust as an insurance agent to defraudnis customers. Sentencing was delayed until Hurton disclosed
how he used money he obtained through fraud.
"He would take their money, oftentimes cash, or he would have
checks signed over to him. Through his own computer software, he
would issue false statements about the assets,'' Gysegem said.
During a chance to speak on his own behalf before sentencing,
Hurton said that he had been in the Trumbull County Jail for 150
days and that his former employer did not try until recently to get
him to answer questions relating to the money he fraudulently obtained.
"The disclosure is about 35 percent finished," he said, adding that
he needs some of Prudential's records to make his disclosure complete.
Hurton's wife, Nikki, who had urged her husband's supporters to
come to the courtroom, closed her eyes and held a friend s hand as
Gysegem spoke. After the sentencing, Hurton said, "The judgment
was wrong.

VENGENCE UNDER A NEW
NAME

A

A
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BUTT'S 8 PAM
VERN & TRISH THE DISH
OOMPA & VICKSTER
ANGIE & ALAN
DAN & TRICIA
SCOOTER * TRACE
ROB & KRISTEEN
HERMIE & BETH
FLOWER & BB
CUFF 8 KARA
MITCH S ? (I DON'T KNOW YET!)
BEANS & RUDE DOG
BERN I KIM
DAN 8 BECKY

DALE & JENNIFER
BRAD & DONNA
VAPO S MIST
BD S THE BISCUIT
CHEESY iCRACKERS
SPLORT & THE BUND GIRL
GOOCH 8 CHRIS
JOHN OGLE & TREVOR
GREG«BETH
ACE & ALUSON
BUFFY 8 NINJA HEAD
MR. 8 MRS. GEKKO
MUCK & HIS LADY
D1 a SUZY SNOWFLAKE
YAHOO! t LORI
KINGER 8 SCHLAG
BOB & JUUE
DAVE & ?
TWERP a RENEE
POLLOCK a?
PANELLA a ?

DALE a JENNIFER
LEX a MICHELLE
BUFFY a NINJA HEAD
BRIAN a TANYA
WEAZHELLER a STACY M.(T.O.H)
HELLCORN a SARAH LUCIFER
A
SLOP 8 ROBYN
MIKE a MAUREEN
BLAKE a ELIZABETH
TOM a AMY (FATAL ATTRACTION)
JEFF a DEB
EGGNOG a AMY
CLARK a TRACI
THE KEEPER a K. SUE
JON a SUE
KING RICH a WILD THING
GRUB a DEANNA THE CHEARLEADER
LOOTER a EDITH
JEFF a ?

Rejected china setting auctioned
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — A 264-piece china dinnerware set designed for and later rejected by Nancy Reagan soon will be auctioned for charity.
Reagan did not order the china, but helped design it after Boehm
Porcelain Studio in Trenton informed her of its plans to create the
dinner service for her when she was first lady, proprietor Helen F.
Boehm said.
Boehm said three artists worked for a year on the hand-painted
set, which Reagan refused to accept after it was delivered to the
White House in January 1982.

IT'S OUR ANNUAL
MAKE ROOM FOR CHRISTMAS
FALL SALE

HEAVEN CAN WAIT '89
DALE & JENNIFER
DICKEY 8 KIM
BING & MALLOY
MOTHER FANNY * FATHER FANNY
FANNY & PATTY WEISBARTH

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former Beatles Paul McCartney .George
Harrison, Ringo Starr and John Lennon's widow, Yoko Ono, have
settled a series of lawsuits among themselves and their record companies, ending a decade of legal fights.
The settlements involving Apple Records, EMI Records and its
American subsidiary. Capital Records, were announced Wednesday
by Bhaskar Menon, chairman of EMI Music Worldwide and Capitot
EMI Music Inc.
As part of the agreement, terms were not disclosed and none of tlW
parties commented beyond a statement in which Menon praised th*
Beatles "unique legacy in the history of popular music."
The rock V roll group disbanded in 1970. Nine years later, the
Beatles' recording company, Apple, sued EMI and Capitol Records,
which hold licensing rights to their music. They sought $50 million iq
damages for underpaid royalties from alleged failure to report the
sale of 19 million records from 1969 to 1979.
Apple filed two more lawsuits in 1987, charging that the Beatles'
recording of "Revolution" had been used to advertise athletic shoes
without the group's approval and that EMI was delaying release of
Beatles songs on compact disc.
"If they have indeed come to the end of the long and winding roa<fe
it's wonderful," said Elliot Mintz, a spokesman for Ono. "A number
of attorneys on both sides of the Atlantic have probably put their,
children through college on this," Mintz added.
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All Fall Wreaths 20% off
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3:00 Fri. Nov. 17th
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to get ready for our Open House
to be held Nov. 18 & 19, 1989
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Pure 'speed imperils society
>y Ken Miller
JSA Today-CIN

WASHINGTON - "Ice"- posbibly the nation's chief drug
hreat in the coming decade — is
i refined form of a drug that has
Tienaced cultures around the
World for more than 100 years.
J In 1887, a German scientist
discovered, in a roundabout
»ay, the basic chemical confijuration for amphetamine, later
o be fine-tuned into metham>hetamine, which eventually
vould be distilled into today's
lreaded ice.
In its diluted form, methamphetamine — most popularly
mown as "speed" —has been
he drug of choice for Japanese
loldiers and factory workers in
World War II, San Francisco's
flower children, the Hell's Angels, chronic dieters, and now,
Hawaii residents.
! Drug-abuse experts and law
enforcement officials look at
ce's snowballing popularity in
iawaii and fear the purified
orm of methamphetamine
could replace crack cocaine as
his country's new nightmare,
t So far, widespread use of ice
seems limited to Hawaii where
tnnic youth gangs have been
OUTREACH

"Drug-abuse experts and law
enforcement officials look at ice's
snowballing popularity in Hawaii and fear
the purified form of methamphetamine
could replace crack cocaine as this
country's new nightmare."
eager partners with Asian cartels that several months ago discovered a gold mine in the new
drug.
To understand ice's allure, it
helps to understand methamphetamine — one of the most
durable and abused man-made
drugs in history.
Dr. Jerome Jaffe, senior science adviser at the National Institute on Drug Abuse in RockviUe, Md., said a synthetic form of
amphetamine, which chemically a almost identical to methamphetamine, was first cooked
up by that German scientist in
1887. A Japanese chemist is believed to have taken that process
one step further to produce the
first methamphetamine in 1919,
but neither suggested any clinical use for the drug.
Between 1932 and 1946, Jaffe
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said, drug companies began developing applications for amphetamine, such as its use in decongestant inhalers. By then,
doctors were beginning to realize the drug's effects on the central nervous system. They
learned it increased the flow of
brain transmitters and soon
realized it kept users awake, depressed their appetites and in
general accelerated their
systems.
Methamphetamine's addictive properties weren't understood until the drug began circulating in Korea and Japan during World War H. Jaffe said
Japan soon learned the drug was
ideally suited to improving
combat troops and factory
workers' productivity. Everyone worked faster, because the
drug speeds motor activity and
doesn't affect routine tasks.
By war's end, however, huge
"meth" stockpiles had been
built up and the drug flooded
Japan's general population.
Civilians, responding to a
zealous promotional campaign

Resume Package
Only $14.98

G
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"Ice," or "crystal meth." Is the crystalline, very pure form of
methamphetamine, or "speed." Authorities worry It may sweep the
nation like crack cocaine has done.
U)bl AND
DOSAGE
About a half-ounce
packet (14 grams,
shown) can cost
$3,500. A tenth of a
gram will last an
addict two days. A
chronic habit
averages $2,000 a
month.
COSUMPTION

Regular meth is injected. Inhaled
or swallowed; Ice Is smoked
through readily available pipes.
MFDICALtf-rECIS

kiiko?

offers a
Sunday Buffet

Open 7 Days
113 Railroad Street

Moulhpie
Crystal meth is
placed in bowl.

Bottom of bowl
Is heated until
meth turns to a
gas. Then the
gas is Inhaled.

Source: Honolulu Police Department. GNS research

cocaine users have quit in the
Gst three years, many of them
ve likely gone to meth and are
prime customers for ice.
And. as if they needed any
prodding, ice dealers are now
saying that coke isn't "it" anymore.

The Pheasant Room
in the
University Union

the copy center

Methamphetamine pipe (Qlass)

■ Small doses: euphoria,
decreased appetite and
Increased blood pressure, pulse,
respiration and alertness.
■ Large and Increasing doses:
agitation, Irritability, paranoia,
hallucinations of sights and
sounds, convulsions, coma,
death.
■ Withdrawal: depression,
protracted sleep, increased
appetite.

Present coupon for a one page typeset
resume and disk with stored resume.
One coupon per person. Valid through
12/15/89.

U

s

by meth producers, began using
the drug, which was available
without prescription. Before
long, Asia was battling a chronic
problem of methamphetamine
addiction.
Aware that the drug was starting to appear in this country. the
United States began controlling
its distribution. However, prescriptions for the stimulant were
easy to get.
Riding "the current wave of
meth's new popularity, speed
factories in South Korea,
Taiwan and elsewhere in Asia
began turning out more of the
drug. Police in Hawaii say its
crystallized form didn't appear
there until about four years ago,
and wasn't identified as a major
threat until recently.
Users say the drug's euphoric
effects are similar to those of
cocaine, although they claim
they can perform routine chores
quicker without the serious effects found in cocaine, such as
distorted mental states and severely impaired Judgment.
They also claim they can use
the drug virtually unnoticed and
many boast how they can .go
through a full day of work under
ice's influence.
If Hawaii's experience is any
indication — and police there
say the 50th state should be
viewed as a laboratory for what
could happen nationwide —narcotics experts predict mainland
meth users will soon be clamoring for ice.
James Hall of the Up Front
Drug Information Center in
Miami told Congress last week
that while an estimated 4 million

The threat of "ice"

Milky while
residue
forms on
inner bowl
following
frequent use.

Frank Pomp*, Gannett News Service

Defaults
D Continued from page 1.
"I think it would be fair to
auote the department as supporve of all the principles he is
after " Davidson said, but there
is a difference of opinion on how
the default rate should be calculated. In addition, some elements of Harkin's bill are being
accomplished faster through
regulations than they could be
through legislation, he said.
"The secretary feels we are
moving fast and we're doing
many of things Sen. Harkin has
in his bill," he said.

Featuring a Selection of Meats, Potatoes,
Vegetables, and a Deluxe Salad Bar.
only $5.75
Food Coupons Accepted

Noon - 2:00 p.m.

372-2596

OHIO
LAW
CARAVAN
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15,1989
Student Union, Ohio Suite
Noon - 3:00 P.M.
This year the Ohio Law Caravan will include thirteen law
schools, including nine Ohio law schools:
University of Akron
Capital University
University of Cincinnati
Cleveland State University
University of Dayton
Ohio Northern Universtiy
The Ohio State University
University of Toledo
Widener University
The Caravan Is an open forum of law schools with opportunities for students to get Information about each school's admission policies, financial
aid. placement services, special programs, and organizations and activities.
This Is the only opportunity each year for prospective law students to meet
with representatives of every Ohio law school and many other midwest law
schools at one time and In one place.

BOARD OF BLACK CULTURE ACTIVITY
and

ECAP OFFICE
presents

FALL TALENT CONTEST
with special guest appearance by

MARTIN "CHET" CUNNINGHAM
...Spontaneous, witty, and a very sharp sense of humor has earned "Chef" a spot In many comedy
clubs across America, from The Funny Bone In Columbus, Ohio, to the Comedy Store In Los Angeles,
California. His comedy appeals to young adults a« well as adults.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, IN THE GRAND BALLROOM-8:00 p.m.
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Scholarship money unused Farmers don
fashion shoes
by Tuesday Georges
USAToday-CIN

Michelle Seilere, a senior and
valedictorian at James W. Robinson Secondary School in Fairfax. Va., hopes to attend Boston
College in the fall, but says unless she finds some scholarship
money, she will not be able to.
More than $2 billion in public
and private scholarships are going unclaimed each year, according to toe National Commission on Student Financial
Assistance, because students
like Seilere say they still cannot
find the scholarships they need.
"Most of the ones I have seen
are general and (therefore)
very competitive. I want something that is more focused," said
Seilere, who is looking for scholarships for English majors.
Dan Cassidy, president and
founder of the National Scholarship Research Service, which
has helped more than 60,000 students find private sector scholarships (including grants and
fellowships), attributes part of
this problem to poor advertising
on the part of the the scholarship
donors.
"Over a third of the private
sector scholarships go unclaimed because people don't
know about them," he said.
Some of the most available,
but most forgotten, scholarships
are those sponsored by corporations.

According to researchers,
corporations with 200 employees
or more often set up funds for
their employees and/or their
employees' children. However,
because workers are often not
aware that they are entitled to
the benefits, the money goes
"unclaimed.
Herm Davis, president of the
National College Service —
which provides public and private college scholarship information to 125 learning institutions in the Washington metropolitan area — said student pro-

crastination is also partially to
blame for unclaimed scholarship money.
"If you are going to be successful in (getting) financial
aid, you must be persistent and
you must meet the deadlines,"
Davis said. A lot of students fail
to do one or the other and consequently do not get any money, he

bly won't find too much information," says Cassidy.
Here are some scholarship
sources to check out:
For those with less time, but
some money, you can pick up
these books, which can be found
in most book stores:
! Peterson's 1990 College
Money Handbook.

also a good scholarship source
and most of them cost only a few
dollars, or are free.
There are a wide range of
scholarships to choose from.
The more specific you are about
your educational goals, the better your chances are of getting
scholarships, according to
scholarship researchers.

"If you are going to be successful in
(getting) financial aid, you must be
persistent and you must meet the
deadlines."
-Herm Davis, President of the National
College Service

Scholarships are now readily
available for those majoring in
the sciences, finance and accounting.
Also, with 65 percent of an estimated $1S billion in financial
aid each year coming from the
private-sector, researchers say
private scholarships are a student's best bet.

said.
To make sure you don't miss
out on scholarship opportunities,
Davis suggested you start applying as soon aspossible.
Cassidy offers this strategy
for finding scholarships:
DStart with your college
placement centers (counselors,
advisers, etc.) and ask about available scholarships. Just be
aware that you will be competing with your classmates for
those same scholarships since
they will be given the same information.
DAsk for each school's college
catalog, which lists all money
from alumni endowments.
a Collect pamphlets and books
on scholarship sources.
Cassidy points out the convenience of scholarship research
centers such as NSRS for those
who want a good number of actual scholarship listings, but
don't have the lime to look for
mem. The cost can range from
$20 to *65 depending on the
center chosen.
If you have the time and a
firm understanding of how the
library works, the library is an
excellent source on available
scholarships, Cassidy adds. And
best of all, it's usually free.
However, "unless you do some
serious researching, you proba-

DWinning Money for College.
i .Don't Miss Out: The Ambitious Student's Guide to Financial Aid.
The A's and B's of Academic
Scholarships.
! The Scholarship Book, 2nd
Edition.
i The International Scholarship Book.
(The College Cost Book.
Pamphlets and booklets are

"The private sector is starving for (scholarship) applicants," Cassidy said.
Most of all, experts say, don't
let any myths about scholarships, such as "my grades
aren't good enough, my parents
earn too much money or I'm too
old." discourage you from applying for scholarships.
There's usually money for the
asking if you ask the right
source.

by Danny Katayam
USA Today-CIN

Bo Jackson knows baseball. Bo knows football. And Bo
knows how to market Nike sneakers on TV.
But Bo, you probably don't know anything about seed companies' athletic footwear.
Athletic footwear for farmers.
"They wear them just like people in other occupations,"
notes Steve Robertson, owner of the firm that distribute* such
shoes.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International Inc. and DeKalb Genetics
Corp. are two seed companies that have contracts with Robertson's company. International Marketing Associates Ltd. of
Lenexa, Kansas.
The marketing business also puts labels on shoes for companies, such as FTD florists and General Motors Acceptance
Corp., and organizations sacb as Future Farmers of America.
Pioneer was one of the first of 50 companies whose lego is oa
the tips of their shoes' tongues, said Robertson.
Jane Eychaner, premium novelty manager with DeKalb,
said the shoes are good advertising. DeKalb'i logo, a flying ear
of corn, is on its company's shoe tongue, and its name is on the
outside of it. The shoes are all leather with rubber soles.
But Benschoter notes that the shoes are net giva-aways.
Sales representatives must pay the *» list price before going
on the road with them.
^^

88.1 FM WBGU presents Falcon Football
as Bowling Green travels to Western
Michigan for a MAC game on Saturday.

VS.

Western
Michigan

^LVfYou can hear all the action as Jeff
Gibbons and Dave Steirer bring you the
play by play. Pregame begins at 12:30 PM,
Kickoff is at 1:00 PM on WBGU 88.1 FM
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Zoning
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HERE S ONE CREDIT YOU WON T
HAVE TO STUDY FOR-

EUGENE O'NEILL'S

D Continued from page 1.
"The fraternities and sororities do a lot of good things in this
town but (we nave) a concern
about where they live," she said.
Another option mentioned at
Monday's meeting was changing Mercer Road's classification
as a major street because Greek
houses are only permitted on
major streets in the city.
Ward 2 councilman Jeff Gordon initiated the proposal earlier this year because of concern
about the incompatability of
fraternity and sorority housing
in residental neighborhoods.
"Most of the S-l land is located
in Ward 2," Gordon said. "Although the people in Ward 2 are
very gooa about getting along
with students, they don't want to
be overwhelmed."
To prevent problems between
residents ana Greeks. Council
created the R-5 zone for future
Greek housing, Gordon said.
"They've got they're own zone
(the R-5) so that they can have
their functions where they won't
bother anyone," Gordon said.
"By removing them from the
S-l, it would encourage them to
move to the R-5."
However, Mayor Edwin Miller
said he was opposed to the ordinance because it sends the
wrong message to Greeks.
Greek organizations can be
benefical for residents and students "if you approach it in the
right
way," he said.
Y
'When you have an organization like a fraternity or a sorority you have a group of young
people that are interested in doing things that are constructive," MuTer said.

Fraternities and sororities
can be harnessed to help their
neighborhoods in many ways,
Miller said. For example,
several Greek organizations will
be picking up trash from city
streets this weekend, he said.
Miller said his support of fraternity interests would continue.
"I am a fraternity man and I
have been since 1936 when I
went to college," he said.
Marsh said Miller, Municipal
Administrator Colleen Smith
and all City Council members
will receive a memo from Marsh
concerning the ordinance by this
morning.
Gordon said the proposed ordinance will be discussed on
Nov. 20 and probably voted on in
early December.
Since the proposal failed to get
approval from the Planning
Commission —tying 4-4 — at
least six of the seven council
votes will be needed for approval.

Ah Wflderness!
J-
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HAD A HOT
ONE LATELY?
Want it hot? We've got it Saucy Meatball and
hearty sirloin Steak & Cheese. Steamin' hot subs
on fresh baked bread with free lixin's. If you're
looking for a hot time, come to Subway.

V Hl'lC

astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical
iximilications ol
Victor IrankTs
Existential
Vacuum?

.1UT ONE REGULAR FOOTLONG HOT
Slit, GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE FOR
with purchase of medium drink

And uuiYe
still siriokinr

354-2608

828 S. MAIN WE DELIVER!

*SUBUJ.W*
'Sacond footkmg sub mud be ol equal of leaser price. Limit One coupon
per customer per visit Not good in combination with any other otter.
Offer expires: 12-1-89

November
2.3.4 and 9,10,11
at 8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

A $200 INSTANT CREDIT being ottered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.
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Broncos, Falcons set BG icers battle MSU
for conference title tilt Coming weeks prove crucial in season
streak and the fact BG has never the year, not at the end.
So with the most important
deaf eated WMU has not been an
MAC match of the year on the
issue of conversation this week.
"We certainly haven't discus- line, who is the pressure on?
sed it," the coach said. "We look
The stage is set.
"The pressure will really be
A classic duel between the at it as the year that it (a win
proven champion and the gutsy, over WMU) is going to happen." on them," Van De Walle said.
The Falcons are 8-2 on their "They're the ones with all the
qualified challenger.
Western Michigan, with seven home floor this year, and happy big win streaks, not us. We have
consecutive Mid-American Con- to be in the friendly confines of everything to gain from this experience.
ference titles to its credit, will Anderson Arena this weekend.
put its crown on the line against
"Anytime you can have the
Personnel wise, the Falcons
Bowling Green, who is looking home crowd on your side it
for its first conference volleyball works in your favor, and we and the Broncos match up very
championship in the school's have that going for us on Satur- well. Sophomore middle hitter
Schiller ranks fifth in
history.
day," senior left-sider Jennifer Tammy
MAC hitting percentage with a
Both teams are 7-0 in MAC Russell said.
.291 for the Falcons. The Bronplay, with the winner of Saturcos will counter with Joanne Biday's 3 p.m. battle earning the
Van De Walle agrees.
right to host the conference
"The scenario couldn't be any ngham, who is seventh in the
tournament at the end of the better for us. Two teams with league with a .278 percentage.
year.
identical undefeated records
Each team has a second
The Broncos boast a 98-MAC playing each other, and it's on
player in the top ten in hitting
match winning streak, which our home floor," she said.
percentage and an outstanding
dates back to 1982 when they lost
The closest BG has come to setter. The Falcons feature
to Ball State. WMU owns a
commanding 13-0-1 record winning a MAC Championship Xunore middle hitter Lisa
against BG.
was two years ago when the
(.275), while the Broncos
According to BG head coach team finished 7-1, losing only to counter with Mei Zhang (. 263).
Denise Van De Walle and the the Broncos. In '87 the match
Linda Popovich and Jan Cotteam, however, the opponent's was played at the beginning of
trell run me BG and WMU
offenses, respectively. They also
Lunch & Dinner Parties Taken
rank in the top five among MAC
setters in assists per game.
Good Food For You
by Matt Schroder
sports writer

OAK'EN
BUCKET

Super Ribs & Seafood
BBQ Beef Ribs & Chicken

Super Lunch
11:30-4 P.M.
LOVE AT
FIRST BITE

THICK-THICK STEAKS
WHEN YOU EAT HERE

KING BEEF KABOBS • STEAK (TAUAN

YOU NEVER LEAVE HUNGRY
Super Thick Sandwiches & Salads

Typeset Resumes

S15.WT
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special offer.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
This is the regular price
business-like formats.
for a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
at UniGraphics.
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall 372-7418
■Pnce does not include lax. Second page SB 00

According to Van De Walle,
the Falcons' depth as a team is
going to have to show itself if the
team is to stake victory.
"I think it's going to take a
total team effort," the coach
said. "We're going to have to
serve the ball well, play good defense, and key in on Joanne Bingham. Showing patience in the
long rallies will also help us."
Only one Falcon player knows
the feeling of playing on a MAC
champion. Senior right-sider
Megan McGuire was a member
of the '88-89 women's basketball
team. The fifth year senior has
contributed 32 kills on the
season.

GROSS
ANATOMY
No one thought a rebel
like Joe Slovak would make it
through medical school.
Bui they didn't know Joe.

SHOWTIMES:
2:00,4:00,7:15,9:15
HARRY MET SALLY
11:30

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING
FALL SEMESTER 1990
You are required to attend a sign-up and information meeting:

TUESDA Y
NOVEMBER 14, 1989
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETING TIMES:
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

provides one of the best individual matchups of the season.
"(Miller) is a great player
and he's going to get his
points." Emerson said. "He's
been there for three years and
there has been a rivalry that
has developed between the two
of us.
"But, I think for us to be successful, we are going to have to
play the person. We can't start
watching them play. We have
to make sure we stay close to
them and don't give them a lot
of room to work.
The people that have been
giving Emerson some room to
work this season have also
been on the receiving end of a
few of the senior's passes this
season.
Left wing Matt Ruchty
(7-3-10) and Marc Potvin
(7-0-10) are tied for the team
lead in goals, while Brett Harkins (1-11-12) has also supplied
some firepower along the
front. Rob Blake (4-2-6). Otis
Placeman (3-4-7) and Kevin
Dahl add some punch along the
blue-line for BG.
But, Mason recognizes that
Emerson is the cog that turns
the Falcons.
"Emerson's a great player
- we talk about Miller but
Emerson's a great player," he
said. "You give him a little
room and he takes advantage
of it."
The only question now is if he
can take advantage of it
enough.

Gridders travel to WMU
Teams in search of winning MAC seasons

by Mark Huntebrinker
The Falcons are confident that assistant sports editor
by the end of the match,
McGuire won't be the only team
On the surface, Western Michmember to have felt the thrill of
igan's Broncos appear to be
a championship.
happily coming to an end of a
season.
"I think we have all the ad- dismal
Fresh off a 1988 Mid-American
vantages. Our offense is looking Conference
and a
good, our defense is picking up, California Championship
Bowl appearance,
and everything is pointing WMU is a mediocre
4-5 overall,
towards us," Russell said.
2-4 in the conference heading
into Saturday's 1 p.m. clash with
Bowling Green in Kalamazoo,

ATTENTION

ATTEND ONE MEETING

gressive defensive style of
play will be needed by the BG
icers.
"I'm really impressed with
The Bowling Green hockey MSU," BG head coach Jerry
team has entered the red zone York said. "They're a typical
Michigan State team — quick,
for the next two weeks.
With Michigan State and big, talented, strong and well
Lake Superior on the schedule coached."
for the upcoming four games,
While the Spartans possess a
it will be crucial for the Falcons to play well in order to lethal attack, BG co-captain
stay in the Central Collegiate Kevin Dahl recognizes the fact
that BG will have to check well
Hockey Association race.
in order to stop MSU.
"They are going to want and
The Falcons kick off that
challenge this weekend when free-wheel up and down the ice
to
exploit their offensive talthey play a home-and-home
series with Michigan State — ents,'' he said. "Our game plan
with tonight's contest being is to try and shut them down
played at Munn Arena (6,255) with good, physical play."
M.ison realizes that BG will
in East Lansing, the series will
then switch to BG's Ice Are-* want to play physical and that
(5,000) for the Saturday nit .hi is the kind ot team that gives
contest. Both games will begL, his Spartans problems.
"BG may play the body as
a»7:30.
well as any team in college
With the Spartans (6-2 over- hockey," he said. The Spartan
all and in the CCHA) perched attack will be led by center Kip
in second with 12 points, two Miller who has gotten out of
behind league leading Lake the gates with 23 points — 13
Superior, it is important that goals and 10 assists. Miller,
BG (4-4 overall, 3-3 in the who qualified for the Hobey
CCHA for 6 points) keeps a Baker award last year, will be
close eye on the leaders and aided by left winger Pat Murray (5-11-16) and right wing
not let them get out of sight.
That watch will begin to- Dwayne Norris (9*17). The
night when MSU head coach trio makes up the most potent
Ron Mason (580-245-27 overall line in college hockey.
and 291-135-13 at MSU) shows
But, the Falcons have a few
the Falcons his wide open attack that has put the Spartans people that can put the puck in
first in the league in goals the net themselves.
With Nelson Emerson
scored with 49.
For the Falcons to stop this (6-12-18) being three-time
attack, a strong checking, ag- Hobeybaker finalist, the series
by Don Hensley
sports editor

The Caribbean Association
thanks everyone - The
ARK hand, students, stall
and faculty • who helped
make our Harambee Unity
Crucial Roots Reggae
Party a positive success
on October 21. (Our next
Rob Marley Tribute is on
Saturday. Feb. 10)
(Nlceness. peace.
one love.)

Mich.
But the record doesn't tell the
whole story as three of the Broncos' four MAC losses have come
by a point. The heartbreak losses include setbacks to Eastern
Michigan (21-20), Ball State
(14-13) and last week's 19-18
defeat against Toledo.
BG's 4-5 overall record, including a 4-3 conference mark
doesn't tell the whole story of its
season, either. The Falcons
were picked to finish near or in
the cellar by most of the preseason's prognisticators.
But a win Saturday would ensure BG a fifth-place finish in
the MAC. A victory coupled by a
Toledo loss would put the Falcons in a fourth-place tie with
the Rockets.
The WMU defense, ranked
sixth in the MAC in total defense, possesses one of the conference's best defensive performers in Joel Smeenge. The
6-foot-6, 256 pound linebacker
has recorded 18 tackles for 76
yards in losses this season. His
career total of 91 tackles for losses is third-best in MAC history.
After last week's game
against Toledo, Rocket head
coach Dan Simrell called the
WMU defense the strongest defensive team they've seen all
season, and that group includes

the likes of Wisconsin and Indiana.
Offensively, the Broncos feature the power of running back
Dan Boggan, who currently
ranks fifth in the MAC in rushing
(72.8 yards per game).
BG head coach Moe Ankney.
whose rush defense is ranked
last in the conference, said he
has tried warn his team of Boggan's ability to run over defenders.
"He looks big back there and
is really tough to bring down,
especially for little guys," he
said. "He gets stronger as the
game goes on as most big backs
do. He just wears down the defense."
One thing for certain is the
Falcons' offense will put the ball
in the air. The Falcons boast of
the conference's leading passing
offense, as they are averaging
almost 60 yards more a game
through the air than secondranked Toledo.
If the Falcons record a victory
against the Broncos, it will mark
the school's eighth winning
season in MAC play in the last
nine years. BG has the secondbest conference record (56-28-2)
in the 1980's. Central Michigan's
54-24-4 record is the conference's
best in the '80s.
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Harriers look to rebound Swim teams compete
by Charles Toil
sports writer

The men's cross country team may be down, but
they are not out.
After a disappointing sixth-place finish in the
Mid-American Conference Championship, the
Falcon men are not ready to throw ui the towel as
they compete in the District Four Championship at
11 a.m. Saturday at Eastern Michigan.
Head coach Sid Sink said the race will include 20
to 25 teams from the MAC and Big Ten. Independents from the Midwest will also be on hand.

"If Brian and Mike uncork one, they have an
outside shot at qualifying," Sink said. "But they
would have to run their best race of the season."
The rest of the Falcon team includes juniors
John Wodarski, Dan Fulmer, Jon Monhetm and
sophomores Keith Ma da ras and Todd Black.
In a season of disappointment, the women's
team will have only three runners competing Saturday at noon.
Senior Mary Louise Zurbuch and juniors Carolyn Goins and Laura Schultes will represent the
Falcons.
Sink said because the team is tired and three of
the top runners are injured, he has decided to run
only three runners at districts and rest the others
in preparation for track season.

The top four teams and the top five individuals For Zurbuch, who has earned three-straight AUwill advance to the nationals, to be held at Annapo- MAC honors, the race marks her last chance to
us, Md., on Nov. 20.
make nationals. She finished 15th last year.
"We feel we have another good race in us," Sink "If I run like I did last year, I may have a shot,"
said. "After running poorly in the MAC meet, it she said. "I'll have to run a good race, but anygives us a chance to redeem ourselves. We're thing can happen."
shooting for a spot in the top ten, with an outside
chance to qualify."
Sink said he thinks she has better shot then last
year.
Junior Brian Donnelly and senior Mike
McKenna are expected to be the Falcons' top fini- "She only missed it by 15 seconds last year,"
shers. They finished 18th and 19th respectively in Sink added. "If she runs that well this year, she
the MAC Championship on Sept. 28.
may have a chance."

Irish, Hurons pose weekend challenges
by Kim Long
sports writer

The Bowling Green men's
and women's swim teams will
participate in a pair of dual
meets this weekend.
The Falcons host Notre
Dame Friday at Cooper Pool
and then travel to Ypsilanti,
Mich., on Saturday to open
their Mid-American Conference schedule against Eastern
Michigan.
The ND teams come into the
meet as much improved teams
from year's past.
According to head coach
Brian Gordon, both Irish
squads are prepared to swim
well as this is their final
chance to gear up for the
National Catholic Champion-

ships
next week.
,r
Notre Dame's men's team
is a very good team." he said.
"This may be the best swim
team in the history of the
school."
Gordon said the men will
race in selective events and try
to be competitive in events
where they are able to put people.
"The men are severely
overmatched," he said. "We
just want to gradually progress and improve on the performances of a week ago."
On the women's side, the
Irish have been enhanced with
the strengh of freshman Tonya
Williams. Williams is a standout swimmer, who narrowly
missed making the Olympic
team.

"This may be the best meet
for the women at home," Gordon said. "It will be very close
and go right down to the wire."
The women will also face a
tough challenge in the meet
against EMU. Last year, at the
MAC championships, the Falcons finished third, while the
Hurons posted a third-place
finish.
"If we can't take a first
place, then we'll have to pick
up as many second, third and
fourth places we can," he said.
"This is where our depth will
give us an advantage."
The ND meet at Cooper Pool
will begin at 4 p.m. for the
men, while the women will
start at 7 p.m. The meet
against EMU will start at 1
p.m. for the men and 4 p.m. for
the women.
JI
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Flight International: World Tour '89
World Student Association presents InternshonaJ Festival "89
Exotic snacks and Ive entertainment from al
over the World
Place: The Amani
Date: (Sat) Nov 18
Time 8.00-11:00 PM
' Ticket $2 person
Tickets sales by phone, cal 372-2249 or stop
in at the Int'l Lounge (411 South Hal), starts on
Nov 6 Nov 10(Mon-Fn from 9 I5anv5 00pm.
Fn from 9 15am ; 00 pm)
Tickets are not available at the door

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Join 111 At:
AMA HAPPY HOURS
FrINov 10thS-9pm
Downtown
$1.00 Member*
f 3.00 New Mem bars

" ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS '
Oon't rmss the DEAN-STUDENT FORUM
Novemebr 27 from 4-6pm m the
Gauena (Applied Human ecology bldg)

GIVE BLOOD TODAY!!
Grand Ballroom. 2nd floor Union
10am -4 p.m.

COME AND VOrCVE YOUR CONCERNS
to dean Roger Bennett

Golden Key National Hr>noi Society
New Member Reception
Sunday. November 12
2 45pm In the Grand Ballroom
Dress Appropiatery

• •' ASM ' *'
Happy Hours at Campus Polleyes
Friday November 10
From* 00-6 00

NATIONAL POW/MIA WEEK
November 5-11
Support those who have NOT returned

ATTENTION SENIORS
Don't miss your chance to be m the yearbook'
Cal the KEY at 372-8086 to schedule an appointment lor your senior pictures It's only $5
to be In the book and just takes about 15
minutes Pictures are being taken now through
Nov 17 Special late sittings lor Student teachers

OSEA HAYRIDE
November 11
8:00pm Union Oval
Coat $2 00
SEE YOU THERE

ATTENTION GROUP PRESIDENTS
It's not too late to get your group photo in the
yearbook CaM Tanna at the KEY. 372-8086, to
schedule a time lor a photo.

PSYCHIC FAIR
Bowling Green Holiday Inn
Novemebr 12th 1 lam-7pm
$5 Readings. Merchandise and
More Admission $1 00 information
1 -627-6022. A great Time

BAHA'I FAITH
You are invited to a Baha'l lires.de
Friday, 10 November, 7 30 p.m.
Discussion toptc Greatest Challenges
ol this age: Banal viewpoint
Home of Jim & Vicky Corbitt
840 Pearl St, BG

PERSONALS

FALCON MARCHING BAND
IN CONCERT
Sun Nov 12 3PM
Bowling Green Senkx High School
$3-Adults $2Students

18 and over Dance Party
Friday & Saturday at Stammers
Under 21/$3 cover
21 and over always FREE

SLAMMERS HAPPY HOURS
BO'S FINEST
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 5 9 PM at SLAMMERS
COME MEET YOUR FRIENDS

BQSU SKI CLUB
SKI CLUB "HAPPY HOURS1'
at QUARTER'S CAFE
Friday 5-9p.m. 16 and over.
Drawing gor our WILD'' weal Ski trip to
Crested Butte Colorado' Shi Ya There'
Community Share
Friday. Oct 27. Nov 10. Dec 1
8:30 •?? UCF CENTER(Comer ol Thurstin and
Ridge)
Comedy, Music. Poetry, Discussions. Philosophy. Video's, Sides. Movement Come and
share whatever you wish or come to be entertained Sponsors GSS and B* Thompson
Don't forgot to sign up (or the S O L D Leadership Development Workshop. How to Manage
Stress, held in 307 Hanna Hall at 7:00pm on
Nov 14 & 15 Make reservations by stopping by
405 Student services For further info, cal
372-2643

The B.G. Circle K would Nke to
Welcome the Ohio DiatrcH Circle K
Take a Brte Out of MAC
WIN HOWIE MANDEL TICKETS
TRIP 20 (formerly Deep Six) performs
kve this Friday at DRY DOCK. And Saturday •
t just plain tun. Our DJ'a writ rock you from
9-1am Both nights - Food Operations wil be
giving away tickets to Howie Mandei You must
be present to win Located in basement ol
Harshman No Cover No ID

Can it reaJry ...
be your birthday....
JUDY GROSS?
Have a Happy number ??'

SERVICES OFFERED

Ethnic Srud.es Association
Meeting are held every Monday at 9:00 PM in
201 Education Everyone is welcome
Every Friday at noon. ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS Soup and Sandwich Lunch. Donation.
UCF Center comer of Thurstin and Ridge This
Friday Katana Hal. English wil present "Breathin' Womon. Lrvtn' African " A discussion win lottow

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Excreta, Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

Falcon football on 86.1 FM WBGU
This Saturday vs. Western Michigan
Pregame begins at 1 2 30pm KichOft 1:00pm
onM.IFMWBGU
Falcon Hockey on Bl 1 WBGU
This Friday and Saturday nights
as B G skates against Michigan State.
Icetime both nights 7 25 here on M.1FM
WBGU
Typing
$1 35 per page
3540371

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cnoice
Center for Choree II
Toledo. OH 255-7769
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at354HOPE
For mfo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and eupportive services
Racquets Strung Professionally
3-Day Service
Game needs a lift? Strings feel dead?
»7-RacQuetball 19 Tennla-Gnpa Tool
Only $2pfc*up and detvery
Cal 372-5455: Ask for Scott

Applications for

BG forNews
editor
spring semester
1990

are now being accepted
Apply at 214 West Hall.

Deadline Is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 22

•DG'DG'DG'DG'DG'DG
Orientation Leaders lor 1989-90
Debbie Bauer
MtcheleCygan
Kim Dale
KimDetxidge
Amy Dunaway
Marybeth Eppei
Tiftany Ferguson
Gina Weagarber
Tara WestertiekJ

AGD ■ Double Vision " AGD
AGD Date Dash 8pm

Peggy Wrtz
DG • DG ' DG ' DG " DO * DG

'' Delta Sigma PI - DaamM Roth *'
Good Work with your pledging now ita hme to
relax and have some fun. initiation is just around
the comer! Good LuckiWendy
' ' J Christopher Murray • •

• * • Delta Sigma PI' • '
PAM MILLER
May you soon be holding the Rose of Delta Sig
And this I say with honesty
cause I'm your secret big'
Good fuck and don't be nervous.
You wil do alright
Then psyche yourself up
for a wild and crazy night'
Love. Your Secret Big

- * Delta Sigma PI • ■
Amy Schultheis.
Good Luck on Saturday' I'm sure you'l
great' Love, Denise
PS be ready for Saturday night11

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCATION MEMBERS
A group picture for The Key wil be taken on
Sun Nov 12. 4:30pm at Int'l Lounge {411
South HalJAI members are welcome"

ADOPTION Happily married couple of 1 4 yrs
We promise your child a loving home & financial
security Devoted stay at home Mom, caring
Dad A one big sister Al medical ft legal e*
pensespaid Call coeect (419| 822-9288

' Wendy McAfee '
Get psyched tor your last initial ion'
I'm going to miss you!
Love. Lisa

SPRING BREAK INT HE BAHAMAS
WITH THE B G S.U. SAILING TEAM
Information Meeting Nov 14. 1989
9:00pm 104 BA
For more info Fal Mm 353-9458

' * • UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE " * ■
There are stiff positions available in the loeowing
fields tor The Extern Experience the week of
Jan 2-5th If interested in any of the to-towing
cal the Meeti AJumrn Center at 2-2701.
Insurance
Gerontology
Video Production
Electronics
Business Ed
Librarian
Music Ed.
Pharmaceutical Sales
Pubee Hearth
Hospital Management
Business
Chid Life
Human Resource

- Dawnlel Roth'
Good luck at initiation' You'l do great'
Your Secret Big

• • • TO BILL * •'
To Bll or any Bill who knows a Bil
Please tell al BiHs to read thta
I need to find the right one!**
To the 811 met at Siammers
on Haeoween- Please cal me again
and leave your # I would love to see
you again ."The Nose."
!'• LIL BRIAN SAUTTER*"
* GOOD LUCK AT INITIATION "
!»I CAN'T WATT TO MEET YOU LOVE .SB!
• • * • Poodte-Pooh • • • •
The adventure begins with finding clues
The 1 at la In my mailbox at fraternity house
And it's waiting (or you?

M-

These past four years have been
the best I love you so much
Happay anniversary'!
P S leant wait trf tomorrow nght
Love. Meassa
*•• DELIA SIGMA PI ••'
BILL SCHUMAKER
Initiation is finely here just be alert and practice
your quacking!' I'm behind you 100%! Good
Luck! Your Secret BiglUntil tomorrow that«')
' " " HAPPY 21 st PAIGE BODNAR
Be proud, now you're a Legal Nerd! Have Fun'
Luv- Suzanne and Saty
""" Li Jeff Becker "•*
Get exerted' Delta Sigma Pi initiation is almost
here and soon I wi cal you Brother I can't wait
and I know you can't either I'm realty proud of
you - you've done a great job'
Love. Big Angte

AGO * Double Vision * AGO
AGD Date Dash 8pm
AGD' Double Vision' AGD
AGD Date Dash 8pm

Are you interested in any ol the loUowmg?
OJtng
■advertising
-programming
■promoting
•finance
•fuel having fun
if you answered yea to any of these.
DOCK is lor you General Meetings on S
at 9 00pm in 205 Education Everyone '
come*
ATO'ATO'ATO'ATO
See you at your retreat
bright and early on Sunday!
Remember''Tough times never
last, but tough people do!"
ATO gats tough! Debbie

AGO" Double Vleton* AGD
AGD Data Dash 8pm
AGD ' DOUBLE VISION * AGD
AGD Date Dash 8pm

AGD buses leave at 8'
Gat psyched and grab a date'
AGD Double Vision AGD
Dress as your Date and
Wei be seeing double'
AGO Double Viaon AGO
Dress as your date and
We'l be seeing double!
Alpha Gamms you t)*t9 less than 12 hours to
(indadate AGD Double VflaPn wil be greet'
Alpha Lambda Delta Members:
4 more days until the 1st Alpha Lambda Delta
meeting lor al members TCBY, T-Srwts, guest
speaker. Elections' Be there' Nov 14 8:30pm
101 BA
ALPHA XI Cindy Foreman ALPHA XI
I'm so excited that
you're in our Family'
Get Psyched for
a great year.
Love. Your Big Mary
Alpha XI Delta
Alpha Xi LITTLE SUSIE CAMPBELL Alpha X)
I'm so excited to have you ton my family You're
the best11 love my little
your BtgKristi
* ALPHA XI DELTA *
AOTT * Angte Blandfna * AOTT
CONGRATULATIONS
Editor of the No i college
Newspaper in the U.S.
Are You going to the biggest date party on
campus? ft
Delta S*gma Pi Jeff Becker Delta Sigma Pi
Initiation is afmoet hers
you have done great so far
Tomorrow you wH understand what
Brotherhood reefy it!
Your Secret Big

ATTENTION SENIORS
Don't Mies your chance to be in the yearbook' '
Cal the KEY at 372 8086 to schedule an apjC
pomtment lor your senior pictures Its only S5T
to be .n the book and fuel takee about
minutes Pictures are being taken now throughe
Nov 17 Special late sittings lor Student teach'
ATTENTION Were you caught In the ralnf
w/out proper ram gear'' It you need any help.,
Jim Soty La your man In lad. he'I pubacaty ad*
drees hia ccrnphments What aswelouy' Love*
TarpP S Pay upa and pay backs, am I righf?
"eh'7
»
Attention Alpha Gamma Delta
4
Be at the AGO house at 8 be sure to bring a*
date Get psyched the Alpha Gam Date dash*
win delmetly be a huge bash'
^
Be an RA for 1990-91 School Year
Applications available at Information Nights I
Monday 11/13 Prout 9 30pm
Tuesday 11/14 Kreiacher 9:30pm
Monday 12/4 Prout 9:30pm
Tuesday 12 5 Offenhauer 9 30pm

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

Flight International: World Tour '89
World Student Association presents International
Festival '89 Exotic snacks and live entertainment.
Place:
Amani & NE Commons
Date:
Sat., Nov. 18
Time:
8:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Ticket:
$2
Ticket sales by phone call: 372-2249 or stop in
at Int'l Lounge, 411 South Hall. Starts Mon.,
Nov. 6 - Thurs., Nov. 9: 9:15 a.m. - 5:00
p.m., Fri Nov. 10: 9:15 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Tickets are not available at the door.

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

'

?

Be an RA for 1990-91 School year
Apcecationa available at information Nights
Monday 11/13 Prout 9.30pm
Tuesday 11/14 Kreiacher 9 30pm
Monday 12/4 Prout 9 30pm
Tuesday 12/5 Offenhauer 9 30pm
Beth. Coeeen. Machete and Kim
thanks lor putting up with our exceeent adven
ture. Yours -Ian and Christy
BdGermond.
Happy 20th Birthday' 1
PS Glad the contract ia going wel'!
Love. Wendy
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA •
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA 2

-$

Congratulations to Stephanie Crawford on win*,
rung Maw Northwest, Orwo You're awesome*
beat of luck at the Miss Onto Pageant"Love. ■
Your Alpha Gam Sisters

continued on p. 10

"Delta Sigma Pi'Chad Ream-Delta Stgma
PI"
Get reedy for tomorrow''! it's gonna be greet'
Be prepered and watch out lor thoae landsharka1 Keep up the good work! Love, Your
Secret Big"
•OSEA SERVICE COMMITTEE'
Thank you Llaa Ferrante. Ann Kroger. Kim
Smisecfc. Conl French, Christy Karen. Stephanie Jones, Shelly Wriih. Beth Ann Hagstrom, Mary Smith. Llaa Thum. and a special
thanks to Deb Darnell (or al of your work on the
community Halo ween party!
Love, Michele

J

GREAT SANDWICHES!!
HOT SOUPS!!
Deli with
Condiment
Bar at The
Oasis
524 E. Wooster St.
Think of Us for Lunch

10% OFF ! 10°7o OFF
Your choice
of our
delicious
Deli Sandwiches

Any
Large
Soup

One coupon per customer.
Offer expires Nov. 17, 1989

One coupon per customer.
Offer expires Nov. 17, 1989

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds

lO ISNmi November tO.IMt

continued from p. 1
Congrarusrtlons to Kethy Smoten tor being admitted lo MCO We're to proud ol youlLove
yourAQO
Sellers
ConorttulMons KIOPMI!
on winning Freeze Frame and the 'mocktal"
contest Way lo go lo shout your spa* • keep II
:upi
Congrahiabona to Donna Oral tor doing an
awaaoma lob on your LSAT'a your Alpha Gam
;8aManandMr Ksptsn Bra very proud!
DELTA SKI' JANE L. * DELTA UQ
It's been 6 long weeks, your day la finely here!
Good Luck at Initiation Beware ol Sherka? Lova
. you secret Bag
DELTA SIOMA PI
Scott Stahoraky - Vour pledge days w*J toon be
over' I nava been "watching" you and aoon you
"I know who I am Good Luck at Initiation'
Your Secret Gag"
Oarta Sigma PI - lath MMtar
Congratulations on succeaa In pledging!
Saturday la ma Big Day' Good Luckl
Your Secret Big
Delta Sigma PI Ed Puna! Delta Sigma Pi
Ed. Wei mmetion ia aJmoet Kara and you nava
dona great so tar, but good kick tomorrow Just
be alert, pay attention, maw and nave lun'
Love. Your Sacrat Big
Delta Sigma PI
•••JEFF BECKER""
You've been a super pledge
and a GREAT grand-little'
Good lucKal Initiation1
Your Grand-big. Ron
Delta Sigma PI - Heather Nute
Good Luck at Initiation I
You have dona great so tar and I'm aura you w#j
be exceeent Your Grand Large. Alen Drown
Delta Sigma Pi Lll' JEFF MEEK
You are me beat little I could've ever hoped for.
I'm ao proud ol you! Get psyched tor initiation!
You WILL have the time of you Lite' Juat remember - I'm behind you an the way. Good luck
m* weekend Love.
Delta Sigma PI BIG SIS Delta Sigma PI

Delta Sigma Pt
Bem M*er
You have dona a Great Job ao tar and I have
farm in you for Saturday
Good Luck
Joe

CM

Delta Slgme Pi
LITTLE CARLA DEANOELO
Your sex Me may be Ike goH
But initiation wil be ■ blest
Good Luckl
Lova, Dad. Dave and You Big
Delta Sigma Pi Delia Sigma Pi
UT Jane Leeczynski
You've made It mis far nad the times almost
here Get psyched tor Initiation and wear you
white underwear Love You Big, Anne
Delia Sigma Pi
PAM MILLER
Tomorrow9 the day you've been wailing tor'
Get EXCITED for you Initiation' I know you'l do
GREAT' Remember to practice you OSRTY
DANCING" Love. Your Big Todd
Belts Slgme PI Little Amy Schulteis
You've bean the greateet Itde and pledge I
can't wait for you to become a brother! Beat of
Luck' You Big, Cnna
Deltaalos Tracy Ware Deltaelge
Get excited for Saturday'
It wil be the time of your lie
Secret Big
Delta elgs Rich Mmutri DeHaelgs
You are a great member to cur famey and we
are excited about Saturdsy Get ready because
« a a day you wil never forget We Love You!
You tarmry. Franc, Suzanne ft Carol.
T equal Tomorrow Night
DISNEY IS COMINOI
Spring foba. Al majors considered
Preeentation Tuesday, Nov 14th, 7.30pm
121 West Hei
DISNEY IS COMINOI
Dunber - SUSAN GUILD -Dunbar our Favorite
Barbie do! is turning 22! Have a WILD celebration and stay away from Gamers' WE LOVE
TOUI-Mtaty, Unas. Dab, Pi Shen. and Carol

Dell. Sigma PI
Allssa Stephens
Good Luck at Initiation
you wi do GREAT!!
Your BIG

Every Mon-Fri8- 10PM
WBOLi SS.1 FM
The beat In R ft B. Rap and Dance Music
In Northwest Ohio
POWER M

DELTA SIGMA PI • DELTA SIGMA PI
Secret LI Lisa Brockman
Tomorrow's the MO day; hope you are ready'
Wei. Big Sal has the shots to Ouzo poured and
ready, and I have the champagne chWni Wa'l
bom be there for you whan you get eick ( remember Downtown?)! Waf. Good Luck and
everything elee1 Don't be nervous, etc, etc..
you'I do fine'Your Secret Big
DELTA SKIMA PI • DELTA SIGMA PI
Delta Sigma PI
Taraea Taylor
You've coma a long way now its time to get
.over the top of the mountain Good Luck at mitlanon. I know you ll do great'Love.
Tim
KAPPA ■ PI PHI
MONMOUTH DUO
PI PHI - KAPPA

Hey Al greek presidents'
Oat ready for "Kappa Kidnap"
W* you chapter bad you out?
Proceeds benefit the Kappa Kidney
Camp Foundation Today'
The KKG Pledge Class

Delta Sigma Pi ume Amy Schulthele
You're going to be an
AWESOME MOTHER
Good Luck Tomorrow ft
know the purpose
Your Big

Delta Sigma PI ' Little Scott
Tomorrow la tha Day! Make aura you gat some
sleep tonight ft practice your befly dancing. If
you give me some good hints about tonight, II
be extra nice tomorrow (hint-hint). Make
tomorrow your peel' With Love. Laura

Delta Sigma Pi •■ Delta Sigma Pi
My Secret bi Aiiasa. Wei doH fare, tomorrows
tha big day - INITIATION FINALLY'! Get paychad ft Know ypour stuff I Wanna see you
smee'See ya Friday 7?Gu«Be Who??
Your Secret Big
CHAMPAGNE AWAITIN

Hey MaHoy Hey Btngi
Congratulations on you Kappa Sigma, PI Phi
Pkmlngl you guys are the GOODS! Here's to
you. Love.
The King man

Falcon Footbal ontft.1 FM WBOU
This Satuday vs Western Michigan
Pregeme begins at 12 30pm Kickoff 1 00pm
onSS.1 FMWBQU
Falcon Hockey on U. t FM WMU
This Friday and Satuday nights
ssBQ skates against Michigan State
IceTlme bom nights 7:25 here onM.IFM
WBOU
GingerGet ready tor mia weekend! It w* be one you
won't tor get'
Steve
Happy 21 SI Birthday Corbo!
You Wu-wu's are waiting
We love you T
Love the Fanny
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JENNI O'NEIL
Wave been here(BG| and we've been there (U
of M) Traveled near (Portaida) and tar (Cleveland) I've never tad a better friend Iwel. Maybe
AJ7) To drink toasts with In a bar (from Maumee
Wines to Downtown, Shooters. Howarde's.
Brarheus. and Manx's) Oh sue. we have had
fun before But now that time is done Now the
party realty starts 'Cause you are "21 "I
ZOWLIN-WHO'DOORS'STONES'RUSH
Classic Rock-Tonight n' every Friday night
10 PM-12 Midnight on Si. 1 WBOU
Jam Master: Steve Hlggins
Request Una » 372 2828

HOLIDAY EXTRAVAGANZA
HOLIDAY EXTRAVAGANZA
HOLIDAY EXTRAVAGANZA
JenThanks (oral of the love and support'
You've made my daya bright A my rights warm!
I couldn't ask for morel
Forever. Geoffrey!
JennlBBChaeia"" Jeff Pie ekon
Congratulations on your Alpha XI Delta "
Doha Tau Delta Lavaiierlngi Love, The Alpha
Xl'a
P.S. "We're Just friends"
JenniferSurprise I'm Everywhere)
Happy nineteenth Birthday
Love, You man from I.U.
JOANNA DANKO
Congratulations on you recent engagement to
Kevin hunter. Good Luck wlht everything'Love.
YOU Chi Omega Slaters
JuaaArkangel
Happy Birthday to the best big'
Have sorest day'
Love. You LI Bam
KAPPA • KAPPA SM • KAPPA • KAPPA SKI
Trtca. Debbie, Karen, Amy. Angle
the time has come
for our Kappa ladles
lo Bin with the* dates
down in Kappa Sig Hades'
HEAVEN CAN WAIT 'IB
n.JEft.Muck.Ton.AI
Kappa Sxj • Singer • AXO ■ Schlag
An AXO Called Schlag has a data to Kappa
Ski's "Heaven Can Wart " Since you know very
little about me. a hint la that I'm from Tenessee
So on thins coming Satuday we might end up
having a HELL ol a rate
KD'BETA-KD
Congratulations to Cindy Peach for you recent
■vsWrmg to Norm Marks
-AOT Kappa DeltaLambda Chi - Tony Snyder > Lambda Chi
I'm realty proud that you finally went active'
Keep up the good work and let the MAGIC
CARPET RIDE begm'ln ZAX
You Big Bro Roman
LiiMlee Ouzo LJsa Brockman
you thought H would never
come to an end
when It's over a bottle
of ouzo II send
Reset wal come on Satuday night
And after a few shots
you'l be quite a eight
Through It al we've become
close pats
Good Luck tomorrow from
Big Miss Ouzo Ssl
LISA BRATTON
Marty Party had a party
Everyone waa there
TuttJe Fruity blew a beauty
Everyone went out for ex
Urge Brian Sautter
Finely Its here. Delta Sigma Pi mltiatton!Raku.
know you stuff ft you'l do greet Then get
ready to celebrate aa brothera Satuday
NlghtiYou big. KRISTIE
M.V. POSSE
"LoveTaker" "Darting Nikkl" "Ho-Caka" "Bozo"
"Heertbreaker" "TEAZER" "Radar Lover"
Gel reedy tor this weekend the sexual Olympics
have begun al w4l compete lo see who's no 1
Remember • don't be late, cause Novemebr 11
la the data PS Get some Lip, if not, kiel get
rippadl

Msrk's Now Honors All
CompetHore Pizza Coupons

■MM

WANTED

MARY ELUM
Congratulations on you FLU pmnin to Phi
Woodward. Love. Your Chi Omega Sieters

1 Female roommate needed Spring 00
Campus Manor Cal 363 0474

MAYFLOWER MADOESS
Who wn the lucky turkey be?
MAYFLOWER MADOESS

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO RENT
APT. ON E MERRY SPRING SEM ALL UTILITIES AND AIR CONO. PAID BY MGMT
$140/MONTH - CALL 353-0528

My Little Love Pumpkin
I lust want the whole campus to know that I am
yous and that I truely love you Imieayou Love
always.Love-Brian
NANCY HECKER FROM FRANCE
Sorry I haven't written I'm such s same Happy
Birthday late So I'm a double skme But I'm a
slime that misses you Dec 20 at 7 42 • it's on
our calendar! we can't wartllove. Tandl from
BGSU.USA.
PS. Doug and Drew In Franca, My attack hamstar eeta homophobic sex* pigs so daan up
you act oreiae.
Needed 1 or 2 Females to sublease 2 badroom apt Spr. Semester cheap rent, al unities
paid, except electric Can 353 9451

1 u 2 Female Roomrratfeenestwd to spring.
May rent paid-No deposit
Alutl butatac. paid cal Jut 353-8310.
1 or 2 sublessors needed for spring Semester.
APertment vary near campus new carpet, own
bathroom. Please Ca«354-4107.
2 or 1 female loursraaee needed to share apt
Good location Cal soon 353-8335
2 people needed to eubteaae 2 parson apartment for Spring '00. Cal Joanna or Jenny at
3352 3073
Attention! 2 Female, non-smoking roommates
needed immedietely for Spring Semester unfurnished, reasonable rent, nice facltlies, and
quiet Please cal Uaa or Amy soon at
353-5720 (Calafter 5:00pm)
Female needed to sublease Spring '90
Close lo campus Furnished
Cal 353 8482

PHI SIGMA KAPPA • ' PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Phi Slga on winning 3 Phasnthrop-esmarow
7BT ■ KKO Greek Otympied
ADTT Softball Tourney
Sigma Nu Car Mull
Keep up tha Good Work Phi Slga

Female roommate needed tor Spring '00. Good
location - Low Rant Cal 363-5847 ask tor
Lori, Sarah or Sharon,

Phi Slga •' PM SIGMA KAPPA ' Phi Slga
Get psyched for Activation
Do Whet Others
Dream About
Phi Sigma Kappa

' Friday Magazine Needs 5 men and 5 woman
to participate in separate panel dacussiona
concerning sexual ktauea and probteme Al
names win be kept confidential II mteresled
pisses cal 372-8087 by Friday.

PI PHI'S
Kappas are psyched tor Mon mouth Duol

Grad or Undergrad- 1 non-smoking mars roomate needed lor quiet 2 bdrm Apt. in spring • no
security dap Can todd 362-8481 M 4pm.
353-6250 alter 4 00pm

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 t MON-FRI8-10P M
POWER 88
Q: Who has the BEST pledges on campus??
AOTT-That's who!!
QUESTION How many students does It take to
help enother student?
ANSWER As many who are w»»ng to
BECOME A WELLNESS PEER ADVISOR
Applications avakeble now through November
10. at the Wei. Student Health Cental
Skj Ep • • JArLBREAK • • Sig Ep
Cheelon. Kuz. and Cowgirl
In handcuffs our Sig Epe are going total
But you lurries have the keys and money for,

bat
Ooh Bboy what a tun time
Can't wail to see you al Gamers at nine)
Cl
Love. Pooky, PeeWee. and Roxy
Alpha XI • JaaWeak '89 ' Alpha XI
Some Other Place
Thuraday
Diners 7-8

IBAOver
GREAT DANCE
FLOOR
(Formerly Casskty's)
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BUROER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
THE WELL WANTS YOOAppty to become a WELLNESS PEER ADVISOR
Appkcationa available al Residence Hal
Front Desks end The WELL Health Center
Available through November 10
THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOD
THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOD
THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOD
Thais Chi '' Alpha XI Delta
Tha Brothers of Theta Chi would ska to congratulate Ken 'stoop* Schrsmm and Conine
Huddleston on their recant kwsaering'Theta
Chi • • Alpha XI Dana
Theta Chi • Chi O
The brothers of Theta Chi would ake to congratutele Bert J Bowen end Elzabeth Murphy
on tha* recant Theta Chi-Chi O (Ohio U) Lava
daring Way to go snookums!
THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOO
THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOD
Thought I had a roommate tor Spring Sam. '00,
but don't. Nonsmoking male needed for house
apt. nejdtoFrazeeapts. Pleaeecal 354-3190.
TIFFANY ANN
HAPPY 11th BIRTHDAY I WE'LL CELEBRATE
WHEN I
GET BACK FROM NORTHERN ILLINOIS THIS
WEEKEND
I LOVE YOU MORE THAN ANYTHING... ALWAYS WILL.
YOUR BEST FRIEND
AND BOYFRIEND
OEOFFREY SIMBELL No. 1
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S ft WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL
- MOV 16. ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM IN 108
SRC
WANTED: 2 Males to sublease house for
spring and/or summer semester Vary close to
campus located on comer of E. Marry A Thus
1ST. Cal Jim or Scott at 364 6458
WM Howie Ma no* tickets!
TRIP 20 (formerly Deep Six) performs
Ive this Friday at DRY DOCK And
Saturday-Just plain fun. Our DJ's wt rock you
from 9-1am. Bom nights-Food Operations wH
be giving away tickets to Howie MaraM. You
muet be present to win.. Located in basement
otllershman No cover No ID

DUTCH PANTRY
RESTAURANTS
welcomes you to join
us for breakfast

92.45
Mon. ■ Thin-.
1720 E. WcMWter
(acroee from the atadium)

352-7000

43*

Hour.:
Sen -Thar.
6 a.m. • 9 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
6 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Work 16 hours par weekend Our company Is
seeking employees to perform unskssd light
production work. Curant openings for a new
weekend aMt-7 1/2 hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday Plant location a) only 2
blocks from BGSU campus The rate of wage la
S3 36 per hou If Interested n thM weekend
shift, or If you can work at least 16 hours Mon
day thru Friday, cal the office at 364-2844 or
pick up an appacatton at Advanced Specialty
Products, Inc. 426 Ctough Street, Bowling
Green. Ohio.

HELPI I need a sublessor fairly new apt Available Spring Semester 1100 1 bedroom. 1 or 2
people Cal Greg 353-8239
HELPI WE'RE GRADUATING!
Clean, tumtthed. 2 bdrm., apt., acoraa from
campus • needs sublessors for Spring 1000.
Call 353-9563

FOR SALE
•• Mountain Bka * *
Specialized. Herd Rock
7 weeks old-353 8268
1080 Citation HB, 4-cyi, elk* shift A C .
cruise Beat offer Cal 363-2108 after 5pm
1081 Mazda GLC 75,000 rimes New Urea.
AM/FM casa stereo, no rust, sun roof,
S075 00 Ceil J* st 278-0370 before 2pm or
2-7767 altar 6pm, eak for Dawn
1981 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX U
Loaded' Excetent condroonl Clean!

$2105.00 353-8877
1988 Ponttac Ftero. automatic. Mt-cruae-airAM/FM cassette A more. Ttss car is Immaculate only 12,000 mass. A must see car
S8250 00 Cal Allssa 353 9474
78'Chevy Monza.V-6
Runs and looks good $476
Cal 3634397
63 Yamaha Virago. Shaft Drive, tow nWee mint
condition, must sea to beeeve. Cal attar
5 00pm 363-g678
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to offers
Cal 1-385-851 2
DATSUN 610-1978 Many miles, but stll runs
wal. AM/FM cassette
S450/best offer
Phone 353-831 7
For Sale Solid Wood Desk Seven Drawers
$30.00 Ph no 364 1600

Looking for a sub-lease for spring Semester '00
Funkutad. Close to campus For 3 people CsllChns 372-3155 or John 372-3665

Four tee-length formsla Color Teel Have
never bean worn. Sizes 3/4. 6/6. 7/8.
11/12 Cal Ruth at 354-7716

MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE SPRING '90
CLOSE TO CAMPUS FURNISHED CAMPUS
MANOR CALL BILL 372-3442 or BRYAN
364-7038.
■

SNOWF LAKES!
GREAT GIFTS/DECORATIONS FOR THE
HOUOAY SEASON CROCHETED. HANDMADE: $3 00 EACH CALL SUE-372-74781
day) 363-6771 (night)

Male rmle . needed for Spring ol 00 Rent Is
St50.mo Plus alec Close to campus Cal
Malt 354 4548,
Need 1 df 2 non-smoking frmale roomatea lor
a'ring 1000 Close to campus, Aporox
Sl45.month Plus utilities Cal or leave mos
ssgs st 353-8884
Needed: 2 people to aubleaaa house for spring
semester '00 Across tha street from campus
St30amonth 353-8047
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 gals lou houses from
campus Fsl and Spring Semester Contact
Lynn or Kesey 353-7407

THE OFFICIAL PARTY QAMES BOOK
55 BEER DRINKING GAMES
PLUS 10 SUPER FUN STRIP PARTY GAMES
PLUS THE ULTIMATE PARTY GAME
JUST SEND SS.00 TO LOVE CRAFT P.O. BOX
41141 CLEVELAND, OHIO 4414i

vac
Hkjh-fl For sale: 270w/c Jenwood PWR Amp.
atUS 300E pre amplifier Stroke mixer, BSR.
250 w/c. speakers, techniques SL-P 150. CD,
a ratal of $1200 • saBng for $700. Cal Mark a
372-1972 Needs money as quick ss possible

FOR RENT

NEEDED: One Mala roommate to take over rant
lor Spring 00. Close to campus. Great Living
conditlone. Furtehed Cal Ron, LonrHe. Or Dan
(364-4540) Anytime.
Rmle Needed for Spring of '00 Own room
Rant is S2007mo. Plus gas. else ft Phone
363-3050
Someone to lubleaae my efficiency In Downtown BG for Spring Semester. Cal 353-0457.
WANTED: 1 or 2 non-smoking msles roomates
needed for spring semester to share house
Close to Campus 130/month Free Unities
Cal 363-8122.
WANTED female roommate to share one bedroom apt. Spring semester Vaage Green Cal
3530180
Wanted: Parson to sublease efficiency apart
ment for Spring semester Cal Doug at
363 8789
Wanted: Students lor Nutrition
Education Program who show bulimic patterns
Cal Jacqula 363-3511 after 9pm.
We smoke, we Drink. We Ike good music, and
we need 1 or 2, male or female roommates
assp or for Spring semester May rant already
paid GDI's only 353-8804

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents of
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three great locations
Free heet ft water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 ft 2 bedroom apartments
1 ft2lul bathe
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
352-9135

1 female needed to sublease sot for Spring
semester Not tar from campus $162/mo 1
bedroom, large apt
Cal Patti or Bath
354 6239
1 male roommate needed lor Spring Furnished, pay only electric, great deal, very
reasonable 352 2527 ask for Chuck
1 or 2 roommates needed for Spring.
Spadoua, affordable. CLEAN, own room
Cal James or John. 364-4025

HELP WANTED
Bartenders Needed • Private Club
Inquire 8am-11 am Mon through Fri.
352-181 LaekforTom or Deb
FLECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men ft Woman)
Tha Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wl be accepting eppecettona for apprenticeship from November 6,
10M through HlllBlbll IT, 1M9. Applications wa be ■ saatjls at the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Ume dry Road. Rossford. Ohio (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 pjw. on tha hou, Monday through Friday.
If you are at least 16 years of age. have sueceesfulty compieled one year of high school algebra or a poet high school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GED and are In
good health, you qualify to apply tor said Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
Recruitment, selection, employment and training of apprentices la done without discrimination due to race, reegton, color, national clgkiorsex.
Energetic Individual to Ive ft travel with profeeeional family for tan months
beginning Jan.
16, 1090 Some coaege required Cal
419874-2121
Graphic Design ft VCT Mekxa
Wanted for production assistants
torSpringigOO Apply al
Student Servicsa. 460 Student
Servloee.
Male Wanted
Waitress must be able to work over tha lunch
hou. 10:30-2:00 and some evenings and
weekends. Apply between the hours of
2 00-4 00M-Fat200CampbelH«Hoad
Need to eern hosdsy money?
Work at EBSCO Telephone Sendee.
Start now, learn a marketable
ska and make money
Flexible, apart-time (nan-16 hrsl
end tul time hrs avaBsbie
Guaranteed hriy wege plus dairy
bonue baaed on Salee Year round
employment Guarantee yourself e
Spring Semester poemon by working now.
Stop In at 113 N Main St (Next to David's
Dal) Altar 4.00pm for appacatlona
Interviews 4 15-5 15pm
Positions eveleble for cocktal aervera. waiters,
waitresses, and krtchen personnel Apply st Chi
Cnrs 1666 8 Reynold* Rd . w cal 803-7017
between 2-4pm
WANTED Students mtereated In WELLNESS
and PEER CONSULTING Apply today to be a
Wsanssa Pear Advktor at THE WELL, Student
Health Center

2 bedroom unfurnished Spring Semester
Vaage Green Apartments 354-3633
2 Person. 2 bedroom Apt Avail tor rent Spring
ft Summer. Huge Deck. Great Location. Cheep!
CallmnTedulalety ■ John and Brock 353 9869
A fun. efttc apt. for aubleaaa $1B07monm
Al uMrtiee paid. Available In December CAI
Zhou 372 6002 or 352-5896
Efftc. Apt. Spring '80 M. rmte. needed, extremely close to campus $158. mo ft ofcec. ft
phone Cal 354-2390
Efficiency spL for sublease wearing oHeaftn
from campus. $210 par month. AH utilities
paid. ArallaMe Immediately Lease ends
5-I5-W.CSIU53-4374.
HOMELESS??
New specious downtown apt. aval. For spring
00 Consists of 3bed . 2 ful bath. Dishwasher
Food tor 4-6 peoples cal 364-4466 ArtyBmt.
Large aflordabla S badtuom house to subleaaalor Spring Semester. This spacious
house Includes very large kitchen, 1 1/2
baths, patto, COnvenlenl parking. Electric.
water ft easier pakJI Located vary close to
csmpus on E. Court St. Melee preferred. Call
» 84-2171.
Lg 2 bdrm Apt on 7tn St.
Aval for Spring Sam Cal352-7245
Married or graduate students Apt rentaia avail
for Spring '80 James Apts comer ol ManviHe ft
Scott Hamilton Pteese cal 287 3898
Neerty new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bathe, unturn
apt Stove, refrig ft dishwasher included. Aval
able now starting at J400/month
Cal John Nowtove Reel Eatate 364-2280
Need 1 or 2 Females non-smoking female roomatee for Spring 1090 Ctoaa to Campus, approx $145/month plus utumee Cal or Leave
misngi at 363-6864
One room apt Oubajeji
Spring Semester ft Summer Very Close
to campus Ph 363-3672.
Two Bedroom Apt tor Rent
161.66 mo. no deposit
724 Ctough Street
CM 354-2797
Wanted one parson to sublease apartment on
E. Court tor Spr. Same Cal 364-4658, leave
meeaage
Wanted one
Spring
354 2997

i. nonsmoking roommate for
Cal tor Joe anytime

Winthrop Terrace apartmanta are now taking
APPBoaltona f« Spring and Fal 90 leases 1 ft
2 Bedroom apartmanta avsasble Three great
locations, heel Included, maintenance, ksundry,
ate Cal 362-0136 or coma to 400 raspoWan
Rd.
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From the Street
Who is your favorite talk show host? Why?
Paolo Illustration by Graf Horvatk

Amy Slatt, junior mass communication
major from Bcllhrook.Ohio: "David Letterman, because he doesn't do boring
drug and rape topics — he's original."

Tom Lawrence, senior IPCO major
from Cleveland: "I'd have to go with David Letterman because he reminds me a
lot of my roommate. My roommate gets
out of hand and is not afraid of making
an idiot out of himself."

Kim Branche, freshman elementary education major from East Cleveland:
"Arsenh Hall, because he's funny and
he's a good role model for minority students. He also shows them that they to
can be successful in life if they're willing
to work hard."

VCRs offer alternative to going out
by Melissa Puccclli
Saturday night in Bowling Green —
there are no good parties happening,
and the bar scene just doesn't seem
that appealing. Maybe you are a member of the growing population that
can't go to the bars. You may not have
a lot of money to spend on entertainment, but you have friends, right?
Students are finding renting movies
on video is an economical way to spend
an evening. Andrea Okey, junior fashion merchandising major, said, "If a
group of friends get together, you can
rent a VCR and see more movies for a
lower price. Plus it's more fun than going to the movie theater, because you
can eat and drink whatever you want
and be as loud and obnoxious as you
want."
Mark Monett, junior exercise physiology major and resident adviser in
Rodgers, said he has a VCR in his
room. "It's cheaper than paying $5 for

a movie when 20 people can watch
three movies for the same price. "I
sometimes invite residents over for
small social gatherings just to watch a
movie ... it's great to be able to entertain without going out," Monett said.
"I also like to watch movies more than
once, so I rent them. The VCR ends up
paying for itself."
Sue Wilkins, owner of Video Spectrum, said many University students
come in for movies and Nintendo
games. "Nintendo is a big request
from college students because we have
over 300 games and get new ones in
every week.
"Groups of students come in
together to pick several movies for an
evening... many of them can't go out
and drink so it's natural for them to get
together, watch movies, play games
and be social," she said.
Wilkins said she tries to stock movies
that are appealing to the college audience. "I don't have one copy of 'The

Holy Grail,' I have six. I also have six
copies of 'Monty Python's Meaning of
Life."
Barney's Video offers all tape rentals
for $1.99 every day and accepts competitor's coupons. "Lots of students
come in to rent movies because it's the
social thing to do," said an employee
at Barney's.
Other convenience and grocery
stores such as Churchill's, Dairy Mart
and T.O's also carry videos for rental.
Kroger's has discontinued their video
tapes due to "stealing and other problems," a Kroger manager said.
The manager of the Woodland Mall
Cinemas said the rise in popularity of
video renting by students has not affected the cinema's business. "They still
want to see movies when they first
come out. If they miss it at the theater,
then they rent it on VCR later," he said.

Busz Fulton, senior history major from
Schenectady, New York: "David Letterman, because for us late night watchers, he at times likes to play with our
minds. He also has Jerry Garcia and Bob
Weir as his regular guests."

U ofM bans
marshmallows
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — It's like
taking candy from a college student:
The University of Michigan has announced plans to add marshmallows to
the list of objects banned from its
football stadium.
"This sounds funny, but it's a real
problem," Bruce Madej, Michigan director of sports information, said
Tuesday.
Wolverine fans in the student section
began pitching marshmallows at each
other during the season-opening game
against Notre Dame, and the activity
has stuck.
On Oct. 7, band members and cheerleaders were targeted, and by the end
of the game thousands of marshmallows littered one end of the stadium.
Marshmallows aren't harmless,
Michigan officials said. Some fans
press together several marshmallows to
create a gooey ball.
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Which TV talk show host is the best?
by Glna Hartman

ing one way on a subject, Phil will say,
"But what about this..."
Oprah Winfrey raises topics concerning social problems and does personality profiles but, more often than
not (especially lately), her shows deal
with how to cope with different kinds
of domestic squables, mostly aimed at
women viewers. Oprah's panel of
guests is usually women and her studio
audience is almost all women. She does
appear to be compassionate towards
her guests and audience, but only if she
thinks they deserve it. One gets the notion from watching Oprah that she has
a definite opinion about right and
wrong. While this may work great in
life, it comes across a bit judgmental in
the intended unbiased talk show
forum.
Sally Jesse Rafael is the queen of the
horror story topics. She has had a few
shows which could be construed as
having some social significance, but
mostly this show deals with irrelevant
subjects whose only purpose is to either
gross out or shock the audience. I understand natural human curiosity, but
is there any reason to devote an entire
hour to funeral home mistakes? Sally,
peering through her red glasses, must
have thought so because she did indeed
address this fundamentally important
subject earlier this year. She is highly
opinionated in her delivery, even to the
point of yelling at her guests if she believes they are wrong.
Geraldo Rivera. The mere mention
of the name inspires me to try and become the best journalist I can be. Like
Sally, Geraldo's topics are mostly
shock value stories, usually dealing
with violently or sexually deviant people. The percentage of the American

In the relatively small world of daytime TV talk shows, it is sometimes
difficult to decide which is relevant and
worth watching and which is simple
fluff. The topics that these shows deal
with can range from socially important
issues like abortion and gun control, to
really inane, frivolous subjects like
"Pressures of the female wrestler and
how they cope."

Commentary
All of the top four daytime TV talk
shows, Phil Donahue, Oprah Winfrey,
Sally Jesse Rafael and Geraldo Rivera,
have had, at one time or another, the
"worthwhile" show and the "sensationalist muck" show. This raises questions such as, which of the four tends
to air the more relevant topics and
which airs more trash? Which host is
the most impartial in their delivery and
who seems to be biased? Here are a few
profiles to introduce you to those talk
shows you have not seen:
First there is Phil Donahue, who introduced the TV genre of daytime chitchat in 1969. He does do personality
profiles of famous people (the fun
shows) and occasionally uses a gimmick (like donning a skirt) to get
viewers. But for the most part, his topics are either socially important or deal
with relationship problems. Of the
four, Phil seems to make the most attempts at presenting different sides to a
topic. Even if the entire audience is go-

population who could say "Yes, I relate to that subject and will benefit
from the comments given here" is so
minute that the show must rely on sensationalism just to maintain an audience. Also, Geraldo's opinion is usually the dominant opinion over the entire
show.
College students, because of their erractic daily time schedules, watch a lot
of daytime TV. Here are some other
opinions regarding talk show's and
their hosts given by University students.
Caren Field, senior psychology
major said, "I really like Sally Jesse
and 1 think Oprah is better than Phil.
The women hosts seem more compassionate. Geraldo is insincere and
judgmental. Phil runs around too
much and he steps on people as he
mindlessly shoves his microphone in
people's faces."
"Geraldo is definitely the worst,"
according to Richard Hicks, freshman
business major. "The topics that he
addresses are irrelevant and smutty. I
think Phil Donahue is the best because
he gets the point across and his topics
are interesting. Oprah's topics are
aimed too much at women. She should
give equal time to men."
The lack of new topics and the overlapping of old ones has prompted some

... needs 5 men and 5 women to participate in
separate panel discussions concerning sexual
issues and problems, fill names will be kept
confidential. If interested please call 372-6967
by TODflV.
Last week's winner was Dave
Stewart, who correctly
identified the object as pill
bottles.

JflMMIt IN JflMfllCfi
SPRING BREAK '90
7 DAYS & 7 NIGHTS
Backpacking $249
IndudM:
• rounOlitp airfare fio*n DMrtMl
■ railala'Un gulda
■ c«f"p«ila rewtvalton
Luxury Villa $499
Includes:
• round 1 rip atrlai •
■ villa Kcomodaltont
■ and much moral

Let's Get Together And Feel Alright

For more details call:
YOUBTOilB&im
353-TOUR / 353-8687

In this case, maybe first is best.

What is it?
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pretty unworthy subjects recently.
Senior radio, television and Him
major, Brian O'Donnell agrees.
"What irritates me is that they (talk
shows) have run out of topics," he
said, "So what you get is something
like 'Dogs who sleep in the corner and
like to drink coffee, on the next Oprah
Winfrey Show.' I like to watch Phil but
for the wrong reasons. His audience
seems to be the dumbest, so it's like entertainment."
Senior criminal justice major Michael Sullivan said he has watched all
of the big shows and has formed
several opinions.
"I've seen them all. I think Donahue
is the best of all of them. I think Geraldo is trash. It seems like Geraldo will
have a certain topic or subject and he
will have an opinion before the show
even starts. Then he will try to sway the
audience that way. Donahue seems to
present more than one side to the story
and he tries to understand it. He's not
as judgmental. Sally Jesse isn't worth
watching and I think I liked Oprah better fat."
The results of all this? Not too surprising. Women seem to prefer the
women hosts, men seem to prefer Phil,
and everyone hates Geraldo.

For greal food and drinks, it's
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe
is the right choice.

If you can identify this
object, you could win a SI5
gilt certificate from Quarter's
Cafe. 1414 E. Wooster. (Does
noi include tax. graiuliy. or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in the
entry box located in the BG
News editorial ollice. 214
West Hall.
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named at
that lime. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held lo
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications arc not eligible .

1414 E. wooster Bowling Green, OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM
Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is it?
Hriurii to BG News iidiiori.iloilier. 214 West //,)//. in,si
Employees ol FKJSU student Publications are not eligible
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Paul Schaffer steps into the spotlight
by Frank Espostto
Paul Shaffer is the Ed McMahon of
the music world.

Music Review
He's played with just about everybody. Literally. His stints onSaturday
Night Live and Late Night with David
Letter man (along with his hysterical
cameo in the movie Spinal Tap) have
established him as a solid role player, a
man seemingly content to be second
banana as long as the music played.
Now Shaffer is poised to grab the
spotlight with his debut album,Coast
To Coast. The album features a cornucopia of guest musicians, including
Dion, the Fresh Prince, Carole King,
Wilson Pickett, Brian Wilson, Eric
Burdon, Joe Satriani, Joe Walsh,
Buddy Guy, and George Clinton. "I
wanted to be honest about the people
who made me what I am," Shaffer
said. "The guests played on my record
because they could hear their music in
me."
Shaffer added that his extensive experience as a studio musician helped
him work with the multitude of guests.
"On Late Night, I'm used to working
very quickly with the performers —
we've usually got less than, an hour to
prepare for the show."
Unfortunately, Shaffer's comingout party is a dazzlingly inconsistent
affair. Its 10 songs are designed to represent the musical flavor of various
American cities with the help of musical friends culled from each city. The
result of this geographic variety is an
album that counters every pedalto-the-metal highway cruise with a stifling downtown traffic jam.
Numbered among these gridlocks is

the debut single, "When The Radio Is
On." This doo-wop/rap merger is OK
until rappers the Fresh Prince and Ecstasy (of Whodini) give way to an ultra-lame chorus featuring Shaffer,
Dion, and several of their New York
cronies. It's a noble idea, but it just
doesn't work.
Other misses include a pair of weak
blues numbers ("Room With A View"
— featuring a wasted performance by
Eric Burdon and "Tear It On Down,"
where George Clinton's influence is
nearly invisible) and a couple of fluff
fillers ("One Cup of Coffee" and
"Coast To Coast" — where even K.C.
of the Sunshine Band can't funk things
up).
But it's not all that bad. "What Is
Soul" answers itself thanks to a killer
vocal section featuring Ben E. King,
Bobby Womack, and Wilson Pickett.
A cover of Willie Dixon's "Wang
Dang Doodle" showcases a happenin'
organ groove and an inspired vocal by
Chicago blues star Koko Taylor. The
rock classic "Louie, Louie" is given a
far-out take with neat sonic effects and Pa«l Scaaffer, courtesy Capitol Records
Shaffer singing "Lou-why, Lou-why"
in a low and slurred blues mumble. The Late NlgU With David Letttnum Band Director
best cut here is definitely "Metal
Beach." For all intents and purposes,
merges surf music with heavy metal
San born on sax.
it's an instrumental, showcasing crack- perfectly.
Shaffer claims that he was his own
ling guitars (courtesy of Walsh and Sa"Late Night," the theme to Lettertarget audience for Coast To Coast
triani), surging banks of keyboards,
man's show, is also included, of
saying, "I wanted to make a record I
"Yakkety Yak"-style sax and most
course. The World's Most Dangerous
could get off on." Paul may be having
importantly, Brian Wilson and Shaffer Band (Letterman's house band which
a blast, but all too often Coast To
combining on a slew of excellent
Shaffer fronts) really scorches this
Coast proves that a whole is not always
"bom-diddy-doo-doos" and "wa-wa- mother with some help from David
equal to the sum of its parts.
wa-oooos" in the finest Beach Boy
tradition. This one's an all-around
winner. Where "When The Radio Is
prjtiil(S^tuia:tdurBourcefor cantyujBPtuiB |
On" fails in its attempt to fuse doowop with hip-hop, "Metal Beach"
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Where: Fair lane Mall Dearborn, Mich.
When: Saturday, November 18th
Cost: $7.00 for transportation

by Jennifer L. SUgg
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UAO

SHOP 'TIL YOU DROP !!!

Creative writing
majors form club
The 38 creative writing majors at the
University are getting together to form
a new "writers club" for the University's creative writing majors and minors
called The Contemporary Artisan Society. The club is to be an enjoyable
way to give writers' work exposure and
support outside of class.
Mike Hackney, founding member
and club president, said, "Idealistically, this club is being set up so that
writers will get support and enthusiasm
from other writers and make us all
more disciplined writers, but in a fun
way."
Leslie Berg, junior creative writing
major and also a founding member of
CAS, said, "This club is a positive in-

UAO

Meet at Union Oval
Buses leave at 10:00 a.m.
Buses return at 6:00 p.m.
Sign up on the 3rd floor Union
or
Call 372-2343 for more information
UAO
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Letter from friend spurs reflections
by Christopher J. Dawson

You just call out my name,
and you know wherever I am,
I 'II come running,
to see you again.
(James Taylor, "You've Got a
Friend")

Toogoe in Cheek
I got a letter from an old friend the
other day. He and I have known each
other for about 10 years now. We met
when we were 10-year-olds, joining the
Boy Scouts of America. We hit it off
right away and became fast friends.
We both lasted about the same time in
our troop, but we both reached different levels of advancement. I can still
remember those winter nights when
we'd be out camping, freezing our
butts off in thin sleeping bags. We'd
shiver and shoot the bull, talking about
everything from God to girls.
In high school, we remained pretty
casual friends. After graduation, we
both embarked upon different paths.
He went into the Marine Corps and I
headed off to the academic world. I've
seen him only a few times since he left
for the Corps. This summer I took it
upon myself to start writing him. Being
one who finds enjoyment in writing, I
wrote pretty long letters, bringing him
up to date on the activities of friends
and classmates. I also figured he
wouldn't get much in the way of mail
out in Okinawa, where he was
stationed.
I was pleasantly surprised when he
wrote back. Usually, when people
write me back, their letters tend to be
really short, but his was pretty long.
The thing that most caught my eye was
the last line, where he said that getting
mail was always a joy, but nothing
topped getting letters from a good
friend like me.
At the time I got the letter, I was in a
mild depression because everything
had been going wrong that week. Sudnly, I felt really good. It sounds

strange, but suddenly I felt like saying
to myself that all my problems didn't
matter because my friend valued my
friendship and looked forward to when
I wrote him back. It sounds silly,
doesn't it?
Maybe so, but it does show the value
of friends. The Beatles were right on
the money with the line in their song,
"I get by with a little help from my
friends." The whole world seems to
work a whole lot better when you've
got good friends behind you. Nothing
can go wrong in your life when you
know you've got a friend who will always be there for you, and regardless
of what you say or do, they will stay
your friend.
I think I've lucked out; I've had
some pretty good friends in my life. I
somehow manage to gravitate towards
people who share some of the same
values that I have, even if our tastes are
completely different. But there's nothing wrong with that. Sometimes differences can make a relationship stronger.
1 have some friends that 1 seemingly
have NOTHING in common with, yet
somehow we seem to have a strong relationship. Sometimes I think that the
differences make our relationship what
it is, but I really don't care. It really
shouldn't matter why people are
friends, just that they are.
Another factor in friendships is
time. Sometimes the length of time can

erode a friendship; there are people I've known and been best friends with
since I was 6 or 7 years old, that now I
rarely talk to. It's a shame, but I still
take comfort that no matter how far
we drift apart, we'll still be able to sit
down, have a few beers, and reminisce
about old times.
Sometimes, it takes time to mature
and change, and that affects friendships as well. I have friends now from
my high school that I wasn't friends
with during high school. Back then, I
don't think I could have foreseen my
friendship with them. Now I wonder
why I wasn't friends with them back
then. But the person I was back then
was different than the person I am
now.
Contrary to what the movie "When
Harry Met Sally" said, it is possible to
have platonic friends of the opposite
sex. Sex never has to creep into the relationship, no matter what some people think. I have a good many female
friends, and we have always remained
platonic. Why change and maybe ruin
a great relationship with sex? I have a
female friend who I'm quite close to.
I've never laid a glove on the girl, but
all my neighbors last year assumed that
1 was sleeping with her. Sorry to burst
your bubble guys, but no, nothing ever
happened. That's what platonic relationships are all about.
Things aren't rosy in a relationship
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all the time; trouble develops, usually
due to a lack of communication. Sometimes one party will say something that
offends another party, or that other
party will hear something they think
that is about them but isn't (does that
sound vague enough, yet?).
However, if your relationship is
strong and secure enough, that should
never happen. If a relationship has a
problem, all the parties concerned
should be able to sit down and talk
about it reasonably. Something like a
friendship is too important to blow
over something silly, like a misinterpretation or hearsay.
I could wax on and on about friendships, but I'm not going to. First off,
this column is far too long as it is now,
and secondly, I gotta go write a letter
to an old friend stationed on an island
out in the Pacific.
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Grapes of Wrath work sounds lush
by Chuck Travis

founder of the critically acclaimed
Golden Palominos.
Recorded in Woodstock N.Y., the
The Grapes of Wrath, a quartet
album started out on a shaky leg, refrom Vancouver, Canada, have just
calls Kevin Kane. " The first few weeks
released their third album. Now and
of production did not go so well... AnAgain.
ton felt that the collaboration wasn't
In a recent interview, two of the
working and it forced us as a band to
members, Kevin Kane —
go beyond our self-conceived limits
vocals/guitar, and Tom Hooper —
and branch out, as far as musical direcbass/vocals, discussed the production
tion was concerned," he said.
of the record.
The choice of the stark ballad "All
The album is an attempt at harnessthe Things I Wasn't," as the lead off
ing the dynamics of Beatlesque harsong for the album was the choice of
monies with lush guitar and piano
work done in the style of '70s Southern the record company says Tom Hooper.
"The head of Capitol Records heard
California rock. The album was produced by Anton Fier, who is best know the song and liked it so much that he
instructed us to put it in the first posias a New York session drummer and
tion on the record." The album seems
*********
to be an evolutionary work. It grows
* from the alienated yearning of the first
Jf side to the gathering energy of "Stay"
which leads off the second side of the
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The Grapei of Wrath, courtesy Capitol Records
record.
the Allman Brothers and Pete Kleinow,
Guest musicians on the record inwho contributed pedal steel guitar
clude keyboardist Chuck Leavell from
work to Little Feat and Linda Ronstadt. Their input probably contributes
to the '70s-ish sound of the album.
The album musically is a subtle
work; it does not have a stand-out
single, but rather its lushness envelops
the listener, without beating one over
the head with the redundancy of lyrical
hooks. Although at times the record
comes dangerously close to being
BOWLING GREEN HOLIDAY INN
bland, it has several strong moments
most notably during "Stay" and "HidNOVEMBER 12th 11 am - 7 pm
ing."
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Again is a strong step but the hazards
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of musical maturation are apparent in
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cal and lyrical voice. The point is that
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the boys are striving in the right direcor Holiday Inn
tion towards finding their own niche
NMU1
and this album promises more prolific
work to come.
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'Misdemeanors' Allen's best work
by Brian Lumley
"Interiors" meets "Manhattan."
For lack of a more profound description, that is "Crimes and Misdemeanors" in a hard nutshell. Woody Allen
has created perhaps his best wo'rk yet,
detailing his narrative with insights
into success, morals and God.

Considered a comic genius, Allen
has displayed his flair for drama in
many of his films. His first real foray
into that was in 1978's "Interiors." It's
tone was distinctly Bergmanesque,
leaving many critics cold to the serious
film from the funny filmmaker. After
honing his craft in such contemporary
classics as "Annie Hall" and the incredible "Manhattan," Allen has combined his earlier flair for drama with
his unique comic talent in "Crimes."
Giant moral issues versus less, inconsequential moral issues make up the
drama in this photoplay. It seems that
opthamologist Judah (Martin Landau)
has been having an affair with a lonely,
neurotic stewardess. This woman (Angelica Huston) decides the only way to

hold on to her man is to tell his wife.
After repeated attempts to quiet her
and her "blackmail," he turns to his
brother. A somewhat shady character,
he can "silence" her permanently. Judah reacts with disbelief. How can he
be responsible for taking another person's life? Yet, the thought of losing
everything that he has worked for and
losing his wife is too much temptation.
Judah calls his brother and the deed is
done. Dwelling on his father's words,
Judah feels guilt beyond belief. His
father said that God is everywhere and
that no sin goes unpunished.
At the opening of this little drama
Judah is not a religious man, he is earthly and whole-heartedly a secularist.
Throughout his ordeal he becomes
more and more guilt-ridden, relying on
the past for advice. Getting caught for
the crime plays into this, but he is more
afraid for his afterlife than for his suffering on Earth.
Second storyline: Woody Allen playing a neurotic, lonely, depressed New
York filmmaker. His marriage is falling apart, he doesn't work much and
the woman that he is falling in love
with treats him like the platonic big
brother. Allen's incredible writing talent comes into play with this character.
His miserable meanderings about life,
death and that time in-between show
that Woody is the best writer on the
film scene. He writes some of the best
dialogue for himself, quipping in one

scene that "the last time that I was in a
woman was when I went up in the Statue of Liberty."
His neurotic character is nothing
new — it can be found in most of
Woody's late '70s films — and is a
direct reflection of Allen himself. But
what happens to the character is the
meat of the story, taking us all on an
existential trip down memory lane, as
his love becomes unrequited and success is measured in terms of money,
not love.
The two storylines have nothing in
common with each other and Allen
cuts back and forth between the two
haphazardly. Not until the end do we
really see the relevance to each other
that the two stories have. The two protagonists meet at a party and discuss
life, God and morality. Judah allegorically confesses his sin to this filmmaker, cathartically cleansing himself
to a stranger. Allen's filmmaker is left
alone, vying for happier times.
What makes this film great is not the
subject matter, moral plays have been
done since the beginnings of theater,
but the way in which it is done. In the
typical Allen style, we are treated to
existential viewpoints in a way that
only Woody can present them. The dilemma offered to Judah is one that
tests the supreme in any and all of us.
Who gives us the right to play God
over a simple issue such as marital infidelity? Is a house and home more im-

portant than a human life?
His contrast with a simple love story
is eloquent. Allen's sincere filmmaker
is honest, intelligent and loyal, but his
would-be girlfriend leaves him for a
television producer that represents all
that our protagonist despises. Allen's
ensemble cast is excellent, as always.
Back is Mia Farrow and Sam Waterson
along with illuminaries Anjelica Huston and Martin Landau. Landau is
superb and may very well walk away
with this year's Best Actor Oscar.
Every aspect of "Crimes" is phenomenal. Allen has created the best work
of his career and easily the best film of
the year. For an intense intellectual experience or a 90 minute escape into
morality, see "Crimes and Misdemeanors;" it's a cinematic treat that
only Woody Allen could deliver so deliriously.
■From Creative, page 4.
fluence on my writing because I get
more of an honest, helpful response
from close friends and fellow writers
who understand and probably face the
same difficulties I do."
Group meetings will contain open
readings, workshops, various writing
activities and an occasional guest
speaker. The group plans to release a
bi-weekly newsletter including works
by members of the group. If interested
in becoming a member contact Hackney at 354-6060.
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Inside AH of Us

Untitled
He interests her.
He motivates her.
She's not sure why.
They've only spoken to each

The Kwangju American Cultural Center
The vacant building of the American Cultural Center,
now an abode of silence, reluctantly
receives a visitor, unlocking
two padlocks and an iron-barred gate;
a strip of empty air is hung at the flagpole
where the Star-Spangled Banner had been fluttering

His actions make him appear
Wining to accept.
They have things in common,
but he doesn't know that.
Not yet at least.
Is she fooling herself?
Perhaps it is Just that
he appears to embody
so much that she values
And admires.
They have similar tastes.
But he doesn't really know
that yet either.
What is she to do?
She will continue to view
him with friendly
Interest
Looks that show interest
on a level deeper than
friendship of ten
frighten sober men.
Is belike that?

#
forty-two years. What then has America left here,
80 Hwangkum-dong, very near the 5.18 Square
where the citizens in the bloody whirlwind screamed for
Democracy and Liberty?
The dust sitting mute on chairs in the reading room,
the iron bars stark at attention in window frames,
bricks, closed doors, panes of bulletproof glass,
and some questions unquenchable in everyone's mind ...
Ah, the land's old cries several sparrows are
scattering in the quadrangle of the American
Cultural Center; I gaze up into the deep blue heaven
through the shadows falling to pieces. One heaven
of five thousand years the Korean paulownia branches support.
To where winds this road along now? Rise on wings
the prophetic songs above the scars and seperate land,
breaking the heavily-built white silence, turns the history
its hidden dark face above the amicable hands
that have been shaking forty-four years. Yet you would say:
Self-reliance doesn't lie in blaming others for your own
sores nor in isolating yourself. We'd better learn
from a tree how to be in touch with the winds and how to grow
without bending to a seasonal wind. Then as we
might open Korean Cultural Centers in any city
of the U.S., why can't the Americans open theirs here?
The vacant building of the American Cultural Center
in the heart of Kwangju City, drearier than ever,
utters monosyllables in metallic voice, hardly
understood, closing its iron-barred gate
and two padlocks as a visitor goes out.
by Chang Voung-Gll Chonnam Nat. University
Copyright 1989

Untitled
Breathing deeply and wiping my brow,
I enter your lair, pleasant and pleased.
Confident you — demigod — will feed my need.
Respectfully, I ask where, why and how?
"Who cares about this non-issue?" you exclaim.
Knowingly right, I press further for facts.
Pompously pissed you lean back,
"Is there a point, a reason you came?"
Nervously, I try to explain and justify my visit.
I seek information to address a social concern.
Unfortunately, once again I crash and burn.
You're rude and wrong, riding a power trip.
Sighing with frustration I leave in a sweat.
I didn't have the questions nor the courage.
To weather your storm and sustain your rage.
Next time I will succeed and have no regret.

byKatheriaeChiaery
copyright 1989

That Day
It snowed the day you were born.
But this was a sunny morn.
On such a Beautiful day
From that car comes its final pay.
For one more time we'd give our love,
And I thanked my God above.
Through the Kennel door you came
You didn't look quite the same.
Everywhere you showed your age
On this your final page.
I looked at you and was glad.
I praise God for the fun we had.
As they put you up on the table
You stood the best you were able.
With love I fed you strips of meat.
But only a little did you eat.
The trust in Your eyes it was true
for inside, you knew I loved you.
But the time had now come
to say good-bye my little bum
We gave you a hug and some pets
then turn you over to the vets
Our hands on you is all I saw
As the stuck the needle in your paw.
Hugging you while you would lie
Our times together passed by my eye
My mother praised as they laid you down.
Crying was the only other sound.
Over you did I bow
Then he said"He's gone now."
For my mother sister and I
On that day, we saw you die.
In memory of BOSS (Bub Ba), Jan. 28, 1977 to Sept. 2, 1989

by James A. Tinker
copyright 1989

by Pat Mlngarelll
copyright 1989
\i!tiU*VA\iiitlMIU MW,«..V.'>..I..4
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_
'-•

PGA Seniors Goll
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON NOVEMBER 12,1989
11:00
11:30
2:00
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:30
Sponsor
NFL Today
NFL Football: Chicago Bean at Pittsburgh Steelers
O Nwghbor. Insport

o

ID
19
SB
9
6D
SB

m

Gardener

Best Years

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Face Nation

Cooper

NFL Today

Shut-ins

Mass

School Quiz

Kenny and Dolly • Real

Movie: "The Secret ol My Success"

World Tom.

David Brinkley

Close-Up

Business

Snak Master Discoveries

College Football: Ohio State at Iowa

European

Lower Depths Part 1

DeGrassi

Newtons

Friday

Adam Smith

Great Performances

Talk Sports

Lassie

Movie: "Moby Dick"

American Gladiators

Canada

Stir Trek: Next Gener.

ESPN Reporter

NFLGameday

TMC Madame S

Movie: 'Gung Ho"

TUC

Tee It Up

"Short Circuit 2" Cont'd

6:00
O

o

ID
ID
63
0
0
O
0

6:30

News

4:30

Earth Odyssey

CeKuMe

Lower Depths Part 2

NFL Live

NFL Footbal: Cleveland Browns at Seattle Seahawks

Movie: "The Dream Chasers'
Adam Smith

Travel Mag

Nova

One on One

Portraits

Rich a Famous

McLaughlin

Firing Line

Discover Science
Charles

Out of World Secret I.D.

Movie: "Red Dawn"

Hydroplane Racing

9:00

9:30

10:00

PGA Seniors Gotl: General Tire Classic

Penitentiary III

Movie: "Short Circuit 2"

10:30 I 11:00

11:30

k.d lang's Buffalo Cafe

Rita

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "The Return ol Sam McCloud

News

Movie: "Club Med"

Movie: "Manhunt: Search lor the Night Stalker"

News

Byron Allen

Free Spirit

Movie: "Small Sacrifices"

Editors

Snak Master The Doctor Is In

Comic Strip Presents the Strike

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Television

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Europe

Siskel

USA Today

Venture

News

Editors
Hollywood

Srjtoflex

Sign-Off
Sign-Oft

Wanted

Video

Married

Open House Ullman

G Shandl:ng Inside Video

Michigan

Wanted

Video

Married...

Open House Ullman

G Shandling Jeltersons

Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter

NFL Football: Los Angeles Raiders at San Diego Chargers
Movie:

Movie: "Punchline"

NOVEMBER 13,1989
7:00
8:00
7:30

8:30

Movie:

Gung Ho

9:00

CBS News

USA Today

Maior Dad

Teddy Z

Murphy B.

Monitor

Danger Bay

9:30
Design. W.

10:00
Newhart

10:30

Spotlight

Madame Sousat;ka

11:00

11:30

12:00

Doctor

News

Newhart

Journal

News

Movie: "Magic

Doctor

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Best of Carson

Degrassl

Return to Eden

Ma)orDad

Teddy Z

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

ALF

Hogans

Movie: "Cast the First Stone"

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

MacGyver

NFL Football: Cincinnati Bengals at Houston Oilers

Business

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Travels

Art ol the Western Work)

Jessye Norman

EastEnders

Business

Say Brother

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Travels

Rip Yams

Try Times

Served'

Bet. Wars

SigrvOfl

Boss'

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Star Trek: Next Gener

After Hours

Movie: "Casablanca"

Boss?

Facts ot Lite Boss?

Family Ties

21 Jump Street

Alan Nation

News

Jeltersons

Santord

Fall Guy

SportsLook

NFL Trivia

Matchup

Great American Events

Yachting: Prosail Regatta

Muscle Mag

SportsCtr

NFL Films

Firstworks

Movie: "Cocktail"

TMC Movie: Trading Hearts"

Mon Mag

Fawlty

Newhart

Video

12:30

St Elsewhere

'Mb'Mo

Design w

Children

NFL Pnmetime

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

SportsCtr.

12:30

Movie: "The Return of Sam McCloud"

Homeroom

| News

12:00

Murder. She Wrote

CBS News

ESPN Motorcycle

Superboy

Rich & Famous

Women's Tennis: Virginia Slims ol Chicago
| Movie:

Market

Myth Through Time

News

News

5:30

To Be Announced

Movie: "Jumping Jacks"

8:30

5:00

To Be Announced

Movie: "Malone

8:00

4:00

NFL Football: New York Giants at Los Angeles Rams

Movie: "Desert Bloom"

NFL Pnmetime

MONDAY EVENING

Korea: Forgotten War

3:30

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

Drag Racing: U.S. Open

SUNDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
7:30
60 Minutes
O NFL Football
O To Be Announced Cont'd Family Hour
ID To Be Announced Cont'd 60 Minutes
Polly
ID NFL Footbal
ABC News
Lite Goes On
ID Siskel
Heart ot the Dragon
0 Lawrence We* Show
6D Common Bet. Wars Day the Universe Changed
Booker
O Star Trek: Next Gener
Booker
0D Star Search
ESPN PGA Gotl

Hymn Sing

3:00

News

NFL Great
Big Mama II

Movie: "Hanna's War"

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

•5.00 Off
Any Purchase over '30.00
Sal* Items and other discounts Excluded
with this coupon.
expires Nov. 18

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers

20% off

* Athletic Shoes * Sweats *
* Swimwear * School Jackets *
* T-Shirt printing * Sports Equipment *

Perms, Color,
Haircuts, and
Sculptured Nails

123 S. Main Sf.
Downtown BG
Across From Huntington Bank
Hours Daily 10-9
Sat. 10-5:30

Sun

n_5

Exp. Nov. 23

352-3610

¥ ^Fs

352-4101

181 S. Main

352-4143
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TUESDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 14,1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
CBS News
USA Today
Rescue 911
O News

o

CD
ID
CD
CD
GD
€9
0D

News

©

e
m
€9
(3D
ESPN

Island Son

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

NBC News

Enl Tonight

Night Court

Matlock

In the Heal ol the Night

Midnight Caller

News

Tonight Show

News

ABC News

A flair

Family Feud

Boss'

Odds

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Nova

Who s Boss

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

Boss'

Facts ot Life Boss?

Family Ties

Movie

SportsLook

Baseball

Bodybuilding: N A Champ

News

Raccoons

News

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hal

American Experience

America's Century

EastEnders

SIDA Is AIDS

American Experience

America's Century

Served'

Bet. Wars

After Hours

Movie: "Blind Dale"

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fall Guy

Sports

SportsClr

PGA Tour

Trial by Jury Movie: "Bachelor Party"

Risky Business"

News
Boxing: Ray Mercer vs. Jerry Jones

Movie: "Barfly"

Sign-Off

NOVEMBER 15,1989
7:30
8:00
8:30

9:00

9:30

USA Today

Peaceable Kingdom

Jake and the Fatman

Bcombers

10:00

10:30

Wiseguy

11:00

12:00

11:30
Newhan

St Elsewhere

News

Movie: "Custer ol the West"

Nature ol Things

Professionals

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Peaceable Kingdom

Jake and the Fatman

Wiseguy

News

Magnum. P.I.

News

NBC NSM

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Two Dads

Quantum Leap

News

Tonight Show

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Gro Pains

Doog* H

Anything

China Beach

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

Business

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

American Masters

Movers: The Public Mind

t on 1

EastEnders

An Beat

Video

Business

Animals

American Masters

Moyers: The Public Mind

Charles at 40

Sfrved

Bet War

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

Movie: "Predator"

After Hours

Movie:

Family Ties

Movie: "Predator"

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour
Boss'

Charles

Boss'

Facts ol Lite Boss'

Muscle Mag SportsLooli

SportsClr

Trial by Jury

News

College Basketball: Richmond at North Carolina State

O

CBS News

USA Today

48 Hours

News

9:00

9:30

On Road

Space t

Front Page

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy'

48 Hours

Top of the Hill

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Nighl Court

Cosby Show Oil World

Cheers

News

ABC News

Aflair

Family Feud

Mission: Impossible

Young Riders

Odds

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

Try Times

MacNeii/Lehr V Newshour

Business

Animals

Old House

Wild Am

Boss'

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

Boss?

Facts of Life Boss'

NHL Hockey: St. Louis Blues at Detroit Red Wings

SportsLook

College Basketball North Carolina AST at SI. John's

ESPN Motorweek

SportsClr

TMC Movie: Madi me Sousatzka

|MOV«:

Sign-Ofl

Silent Rage"

Sanford

FaU Guy

SponsCtr

College Basketball
' Hard Ticket to Hawaii

Movie: "Big Business"

Top of the Hill
Family

Jeffersons

College Basketball: Ohio State al DePaul

| Movie: "T«*n Wot! Too"

News

K Palchen

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

News

Newhart

12:00

News

Movie:

News

Magnum. P.I.

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Primetime Live

News

Nightline

Arsenio HaH

Mysleryi

Taiwan: The Other China

EastEnders

Time Out

Sports Rpt

Mystery'

Art of the Western World

Served

Bet Wars

Sign-Ott

Alter Hours

Movie:

Jeffersons

Sanlord

Fall Guy

SportsOr

Speedway

Kids in the Hall

Dear John

Journal

Tnal by Jury Movie: "Blade Runner"
News

College Basketball: Houston at Wichita State

Hamburger Hil"

Movie

Doug's Wash & Dry

Take the Money and Run"

The Money Pit

Flesh & Blood"

Doug's Wash & Dry

I

I

12:30

St. Elsewhere

Knots Landing

CODCO

12:30

News

News

Head Clss.

Journal

Bowling

"A Prayer lor the Dying"

Movie: "Iron Eagle II

NOVEMBER 16,1989
7:30
8:00
8:30

8Q

Movie: "Small Sacrifices"

12:30

The Disappearance of Flight 412"

Won

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

ID
ID
ID
CD
GD
CD

12:00
St Elsewhere

Assignment Adventure

Wonder Y

Journal

11:30
Newhan

Rescue 911

TMC Movie: "Short Circuit 2

o

11:00
News

tilth estate

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
O News

ID

10:30

10:00
Island Son

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

TMC Movie: North by Northwest" Cont'd

o
o

9:30

CBS News

SportsClr

Opposition

9:00
Wolf

News

ESPN Super cross

Babar

8:30

Movie:

SpeedWeek

Lucky Still

HP

|■

•OOOUNDMALL

\\»"U, *.

I234N.M.I.S!

,ho..:S59-0119

-<

^k

,\]V

1J>22

HHII:

■£'

Iftt-'"-

^0

x

more than just copies!
Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers,
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,
Copies
fS!.'~"

"o>
3

fT
^

Where Doing Your
Laundry is a Pleasure

V^
<<,

10% Discount

with university I.D. on Thursdays
(NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY)

open

a

&

7 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 7 days a week

O

Drop off service is available.

■s

c
fs\

We will do your laundry for 50*/lb.
($3.00 minimum charge)

We have over 250 different items
and we take special orders:

ift*

i Candy • Nuta • Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfrcc Candy
• Mtxts • Jelly Baltics (40 flavors) • Baking Sapplles
Sptcas • Soap Mteas • Grata* • Pastas • GocraMt CaMas ■ Bssas
Caaalai • Kind.- GaSfata ■ Glass Jiti • StallaS Aalsaala
OIK *■■■ • Mis* • Sanaa. • Paaclla • Paaa • Etaaara
Sl.ll.aary • Gian • T.ys * HaliSaa M • i . a . ■ * l . ■
Wlcfcar • G.-asll Macalaaa ■ Gilt Pacaa|laf -sals ■• • ta.t

Call between 8-5 for more information

117 E. Court St.
i 52-4068

I

Q°

o

352-9096
1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown

Doug's Wash & Dry

s

P

Doug's Wash & Dry

BY THE PINCH OR THE POUND
FROM THE WORLD AROUND!

